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Kirksey WWII veteran receives Czech honor
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
KIRKSEY, Ky. —After
more than 60 years. Kirksey
native Clayboni Crick has
been honored by the Czech
Republic for his contribution
in
liberating
former
Czechoslovakia from Nazi
occupation.
In May 2005, the Czech
Republic, part of what was
once Czechoslovakia. celebrated the 60th anniversary
of the liberation by Allied
nations during World War II.
During
the celebration.
Czech Minister of Defense
Major General Emil Pupis
authonzed honoring 2.000
U.S., British. French and
other Allied soldiers for their
effort.
Crick, an infantryman
with Gen. George Patton's
Third Army, was selected as
one of those honored. He
recently received a red. white

and blue-ribboned silver
Czech Metnonal Medal commemorating the valor of soldiers involved in breaking the
Nazi yoke in the eastern
European nation. Pupis wrote
a personally-signed letter to
each of the soldiers thanking
them.
"Dear Sir. Czech Nation
will never forget your merits
and my country will always
remain open to you. Pupis
states in the letters. it will be
my pleasure to welcome you
anytime in my office at the
embassy in
Washington
D.C."
Crick was only 19 years
old when he assisted Allied
forces
liberating
Czechoslovakia and he was
not expecting any honors for
his deeds, particularly after
so many years. But Crick,
who will be 83 in December,
said he was proud to be recognized for doing his part.

"I told them down at the
post office, I said, 'Well, I've
waited for this for 62 years,—
he said.
Crick remembers the period in his life very well.
"I was with Patton's army
in Germany and when the
war ended we went into
Czechoslovakia and occupied
Czechoslovakia for about
five or six months." he
recalled.
Life was hard in the wartorn nation following the liberation, even among the
Allied soldiers. After the last
of the German occupiers
were dispatched or taken
pnsoner. the soldiers settled
in not knowing how long
they would remain on post.
Crick remembers the people
being very friendly and hailing their liberators as heroes.
However he also remembers having to wash his
clothes in a small tub of

water by whipping it with a
large hammer he had found.
"It wasn't the best way to
do it I suppose. but it did the
job." he said.
After liberation duties
were over, Crick said the
company was broken up into
smaller divisions.
"They sent some of us
home and along about
September (1945) they sent
some of us younger boys,
about six or eight of us, down
to the Ninth Army. the 60th
Infantry Division, as replacements," he said, "I stayed
there until I was sent home in
July of '46. I came home as
quick as I could."
Patton's Third Army, also
known as "Patton's Own,"
TOM BERRY Ledger & Tlmes
swept east after the invasion
World War II veteran Ciayborn Crick of Kirksey was recently honored by
of Germany and reached
Austria in May 1945. The the government of the Czech Republic with the Czech Memorial Medal
unit also liberated the for the part he played in the liberatior of the former Czechoslovakia from
the Nazis. Crick was an infantryman with Gen. George Patton's Third
Army.
II See Page 3A

Everybody out of
the pool! '08 water
fun wraps up today
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
If you want a sure-fire sign summer's over. Murray's Central
Park swimming pool's final day is today.
According to Mike Sykes. aquatic director for the Murray.
Calloway Parks, the pool is scheduled to be open from noon to 7
p.m.. then will close for the season.
"We had a good year," Sykes said. "June was really good. We
had a good group of lifeguards this year. We had no incidents to
speak of, and everycme seemed to have had a good time."
He said the pool has made a little money the past few years, but
this year's figures are not completed.
Sykes also reported that the pool had a new computerized chlorinating system installed this year that worked good and saved on
maintenance and manpower.
"It should pay for itself in about three years.- he added. "It keeps
the chlorine at a specific level and it checks it 24/7."
He said two of the guards' stands were also rebuilt this year and
there was a new liner and a new fitter and pump.

See Page 3A
AP
Members of the National Guard patrol the area along Bourbon Street in New Orleans, La., Sunday. Hurricane Gustav is expected to hit the area today.

Gulf waits on Gustav

ERIC WALKER/Ledge; & Times
Tristan Hutson, 6, jumps into the Murray-Calloway County
Park Pool Saturday to beat the heat on the final weekend for
the pool this summer. Hutson and sister, Devon, 7, were
enjoying the cool water. Today is the final day for the pool.
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The Associated Press
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
With a historic evacuation complete, and gun-toting police and
National Guardsmen standing
watch over this city's empty
streets, even presidential politics
stood still Sunday while the
nation waited to see if Hurricane
Gustav would be another
Katrina.
The storm was set to crash
ashore midday Monday with
frightful force, testing the three
years of planning and rebuilding
that followed Katrina's devastating blow to the Gulf Coast.
Painfully aware of the failings that led to that horrific suffering and more than 1,600
deaths, this time, officials
moved beyond merely insisting
tourists and residents leave
south Louisiana. They threatened arrest, loaded thousands
onto buses and warned that anyone who remained behind would
not be rescued.
"Looters will go directly to
jail. You will not get a pass this
time," Mayor Ray Nagin said.
"You will not have a temporary
stay in the city. You will go
directly to thc. Ric 11irr.•'

Col. Mike Edmondson, state
police commander, said he
believed that 90 percent of the
population
had
fled
the
Louisiana coast. The exodus of
1.9 million people is the largest
evacuation in state history. and
thousands more had left from
Mississippi. Alabama and floodprone southeast Texas.
Late Sunday. Gov. Bobby
Jindal issued one last plea to the
roughly 100,(XX) people still left
on the coast: "If you've not
evacuated, please do so. There
are still a few hours left."
Louisiana and Mississippi
temporarily changed traffic flow
so all highway lanes led away
from the coast, and cars were
packed
bumper-to-bumper.
Stores and restaurants shut
down, hotels closed and windows were boarded up. Some
who planned to stay changed
their mind at the last second, not
willing to risk the worst.
"I was trying to get situated at
home. I was trying to get things
so it. would be halfway safe."
said 46-year-old painter Jerry
Williams. who showed up at the
city's Union Station to catch one
of the last buses out of town.

"You're torn Do you leave it
and worry about it, or do you
stay and worry about living?"
Forecasters said Gustav was
likely to grow stronger as it
marched toward the coast with
top sustained winds of around
115 mph. At 5 p.m. EDT
Sunday, the National Hurricane
Center said Gustav was a
Category 3 storm centered about
215 miles southeast of the
mouth of the Mississippi River
and moving northwest near 18
mph.
Against all warnings. some
gambled and decided to face its
wrath. On an otherwise deserted
commercial block of downtown
Lafayette, about 135 miles west
of the city, Tim Schooler
removed the awnings from his
photography studio. He thought
about evacuating Sunday before
deciding he was better off riding
out the storm at home with his
wife. Nona.
"There's really no place to
go. All the hotels are booked up
to Little Rock and beyond." he
said. "We're just hoping for the
best."

II See Page 2A

Closing in on coast
Hur r cane Gustav reached'15
mph mods as it entered the center
ot the GO ot Mexico on Sunday It
is expected to near the U S Gulf
Coast by Monday afternoon
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Gulf refinenes limited due to
Hurricane Gustav
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Gulf refineries limited for storm
API
HOUSTON
Hurricane Gustav's threat to the
Gulf Coast halted about 15 percent of U.S. refining capacity
Sunday. though for now prices
at the pump have not risen dramatically.
However, analysts and others
say a prolonged disruption in
refining operations could cause
price spikes of 20 cents per gallop or more. not unlike the
surges after hurricanes Katrina
and Rita devastated the region's
energy infrastructure three years
ago.
Exxon Mobil Corp.. Royal
Dutch Shell PLC and Valero
Energy Corp., North Amenca's
largest refiner, were among the
companies that said they had
shut down Gulf Coast refineries.
pnmarily in south Louisiana.
Altogether, about 2.4 million
barrels of refining capacity have
been halted, roughly 15 percent
of the nation's total, according
to figures from Platts, the energy
information arm of McGrawHill Cos. The U.S. Gulf Coast is
home to nearly half the nation's
refining capacity.
"Fifteen percent looks small.
but the impact is larger than
meets the eye.- said Eswaran
Ramasamy. director of Plans'
reporting.
market
U.S.
"Louisiana refineries supply a
chunk of the southern states'
product needs — gasoline,
diesel, whatever.For now, prices were climbing only slightly.
A gallon of regular gasoline
jumped one-half cent overnight
to a national average of $3687,
auto club AAA reported Sunday.
The price rose slightly more
than a penny Saturday. A month
ago the average price was
$3.898. AAA said.
The Energy Department said
Sunday gasoline stocks were
normal along the Gulf Coast for
this time of year. Shell reported
strong demand for gasoline at its
stations along the Gulf Coast,
though it said supplies remained
strong.
Where prices go in the coming days and weeks depends
largely on Gustav's path and
intensity. Churning toward the

AP
Cars line up for gas as a tanker truck dnver fills the station underground tanks in Troutdale,
Ore., Friday. Retail gas prices swung higher Friday — the first increase in 43 days — as analysts warned that a direct hit on U.S. energy infrastructure by Gustav could send pump prices
hurtling toward $5 a gallon.
ith frightening to rise. Four-dollar (gasoline) is 96 percent of the Gulf's oil proGulf Coast
duction and 82 percent of its
strength and size, the storm was not out of the question."
forecast to hit the Louisiana
The industry also will be natural gas output had been shut
coast sometime Monday.
keeping close watch on the down, according to the U.S.
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The two biggest challenges Louisiana
for refiners after monster storms
Katrina and Rita passed three path and has shut down operaIn some cases, oil companies
years ago were power disrup- tions too. The facility handles
tions and flooding — both of about (2 percent of the nation's can resume significant producwhich prompted refiners to crude imports and is tied by tion in a couple of days after a
examine their practices and pipeline to about half the storm passes — as long as
nation's refining capacity, much equipment isn't heavily dammake adjustments.
Katrina and
Some refineries have raised of it along the Mississippi River aged. Hurricanes
the region's
out
knocked
Rita
area
Orleans
New
the
from
won't
it
critical equipment so
offshore energy infrastructure
flood, and they've also beefed north to Baton Rouge.
Any prolonged closure of for several weeks.
up plans to get backup power as
On Friday, light, sweet crude
LOOP, as it's called, could
quickly as possible.
fell 13
Kenneth Medlock, an energy severely disrupt crude imports for October delivery
at $115.46 a barrel
expert and adjunct economics and their shipment to refineries. cents to settle
York Mercantile
professor at Rice University, LOOP is located about 18 miles on the New
earlier rising as
after
Exchange,
La.
Isle,
Grand
of
south
linsaid a big concern is Gustav
Oil and natural-gas produc- high as $118.76. While U.S.
gering after it makes landfall
markets are generally closed
and dumping massive amounts tion in the Gulf was largely nonexistent Sunday. Oil companies, through Tuesday morning for
of rain on the region.
the Labor Day holiday, Nymex
'That could keep a lot of drilling contractors and others began early electronic energy
evacdays
several
past
those refineries shut down for spent the
trading Sunday afternoon, and
awhile because you have to deal uating thousands of offshore will date the trades Sept. 2.
that
region
a
from
workers
outwith flooding and power
Light sweet 'crude for
ages," Medlock said. "If that accounts for about 25 percent of
delivery rose Sunday
capacity remains shut down for domestic oil production and 15 October
afternoon $1.62 to $117.08, havan extended amount of time, percent of natural gas output.
As of midday Sunday, about ing earlier reached $1 18.60.
you could see prices really start

urray-Calioway County Hospital and Dr.
n Yezerski would like to welcome Dr.
ek Morgan to the new Orthopaedic
Associates of Murray practice.
Dr. Morgan received his undergraduate
filagree from Harding University and

completed his residency In Orthopaedics at
the University of Kansas School of Medicine
where he was awarded Resident of the Year.
Dr. Derek Morgan and his wife, Chris,
along with their three children, have
recently relocated to Murray.
We're pleased that Dr. Morgan will be
Joining Orthopaedic Associates of Murray

Louisville Metr
cots Saturday 1
ed to hit the G
from the hurric

AP
Residents of Lake Charles, La., line up inside the Lake
Charles Civic Center as they prepare to board evacuation
buses to flee from Hurricane Gustav Sunday in Lake Charles,
La.

There were frightening comparisons between Gustav and
Katrina, which flooded 80 percent of New Orleans when the
storm surge overtook the levees.
While Gustav isn't as large as
Katrina, which was a massive
Category 5 storm at roughly the
same place in the Gulf, there
was no doubt the storm posed a
major threat to a partially rebuilt
New Orleans and the floodprone coasts of Louisiana and
southeast Texas. The storm has
already killed at least 94 people
on its path through the
Caribbean.
The storm could bring with it
a storm surge of up to 14 feet
and rainfall up to 20 inches
wherever it hits. By comparison,
Hurricane Katrina pushed about
25 feet of surge.
Mindful of the potential for
disaster. the Republican Party
scaled back its normally jubilant
convention — set to kickoff as
ashore.
crashed
Gustav
President Bush said he would
skip the convention all together,
and Sen. John McCain visited
Jackson, Miss., on Sunday as his
campaign rewrote the script for
the convention to emphasize a
commitment to helping people.
Surge models suggest larger
areas of southeast Louisiana,
including parts of the greater
New Orleans area, could be
flooded by several feet of water.
Gustav appears most likely to
overwhelm the levees west of
the city that have for decades
been underfunded and neglected
and are years from an update.
The nation's economic attention was focused on Gustav's
effect on refineries and offshore
petroleum production rigs. The
combination of prolonged production interruptions, such as
occurred when Katrina and Rita

and we're sure when you meet him you will

DP MOFRGAN HAS JOINED ORTHOPAEDR, ASSOCIATES OF MURRAY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS FOR MEDICAL SCIENCES
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NOTICE
Dexter-Almo
The
IN
Heights Water District will
meet today at 7 p.m. at the
District Water Office located
at 351 Almo Rd.
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees board member nominating committee will meet at
10:30 a.m. Tuesday in the
MCCH boardroom. A review
ot by-laws, consideration of
candidates, vote and other
business are on the agenda.
Murray State
•
University's Faculty Senate
will meet Tuesday at 3:30
p.m. in the Curris Center
Barkley Room.
O The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
will
meet
Trustees
Wednesday at noon in the
MCCH boardroom. Dr. Jack
Rose will be recognized. An
executive session regarding
pending litigation is also on
the agenda.
III To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

damaged the Gulf infrastructure,
could trigger rising prices.
Mississippi Gov. Haley
Barbour said Chevron Corp.
decided not to close its
Pascagoula refinery, which
processes 330,000 barrels of oil.
a day. Billions of dollars were at
stake in other wide-ranging economic sectors,.including sugar
harvesting, the shipping business and tourism.
In the West Bank community.
of Harvey, Paul and Judy Ross'
were the last ones left on their
street at 8 a.m. as he put the final
boards covering the windows of
his home as she loaded up the
car. Their home flooded during
Katrina when a nearby drainage
canal overflowed as pumps
failed, and levee work remains
incomplete around the nearby
Harvey Canal.
"We've had it up to here with
New Orleans," the 56-year-old
Ross said. "If we flood again.
we're goners. I don't think
we're coming back."
The final train out of town
left with fewer than 100 people
on board, while the one of the
last buses to make the rounds of
the city pulled into Union
Station empty. By 7 p.m., police
were making their final rounds.
Every officer in the department
was on duty, and 1,200 on street
were joined by 1,500 National
Guardsmen.
"When the 911 calls start
coming in, we'll know how
many people are left in town,
said police superintendent
Warren Riley.
Even as they pressed to complete the evacuation, officials
insisted there would be no
repeat of the inept response to
Katrina's wrath. Homeland
Security Secretary Michael
Chertoff said search and rescue
will be the top priority once
Gustav passes — high-water:
vehicles, helicopters and fixed-:
wing aircraft, Coast Guard cutters and a Navy vessel that is7
essentially a floating emergency:
room are posted around the.
strike zone.
West of New Orleans in:
Houma, he wished passengers:
well as stragglers boarded buses
for Shreveport and Dallas.
"It's going to be hot on some
of the buses. It's going to be a
long trip," Chertoff said."So it's
not going to be pleasant, but it's
a lot better than sitting in the:
Superdome and it's a lot better:
than sitting in your house."
.•
Melissa Lee, who lives in:
Pearl River, a town near the.:
boundary of Mississippi and:
Louisiana, was driving away to:
Florida Sunday. Before she lefts:
she heard neighbors chopping:
down trees with chain saws.
ing to ensure the tall pines that!
surrounded their homes wouldn't come crashing down.
"I sent my son out with a
camera and said, 'Go take pic-s
lures of our backyard. Because.
it's going to look different when:
we get back."
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KentuckylnBnef
Widow says pilots don't deserve
all blame in crash
FLORENCE, Ky. (Al
,.orthern Kentucky woman wants to
prove that her husband does lot deserve all the blame for the crash
of Conley Flight 5191 in Lexington two years ago
Amy Clay filed a lawsuit last year against the federal government.
the airport and the company that provided incorrect maps to the
pilots.
Pilots Cap! Jeffrey Clay and First Officer James Polehinke have
been largely blamed by investigators for the Aug 27. 2006, crash
that killed 49 people and severely iniured Polehinke the sole survivor.
Amy Clay told the Kentucky Enquirer in an interview Just before
the crash's anniversary that her husband was not perfect, but that he
wasn't careless either She thinks her husband was made a scapegoat to avoid addressing other flaws in aviation safety

Claybons Crick

II Czech ...
From Front

AP
Louisville Metro Firefighter George Sanphasin. left, arid volunteer Kenny Settles assemble
WS Saturday in Louisviile. Ky. that will be used for Hurricane Gustav victims which is expected to hit the Gulf Coast areas The Kentucky State Fairground will be used to shelter victims
from the hurricane.

Ky. starts taking in evacuees
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — told The Courier-Journal that bracelets and divided into three
More than 83(3 evacuees from people were arriving on C-9 groups: single men, single
the Gulf Coast arrived in military transport planes and women, and families.
Louisville over the weekend 757s. They were taken to the
A television was set up at the
ahead of Hurricane Gustav, Expo Center on TARC buses.
Expo Center so the temporary
which is expected to make landBy mid-afternoon, there were residents could watch news covfall in south Louisiana some- no showers for the evacuees. but erage of the hurricane. Weather
time today or Tuesday.
Amber Youngblood of the officials said today that Gustav
Kern Richardson, a spokes- American Red Cross said has weakened to a Category 3
woman for Louisville Mayor portable showers were on the storm, but it was unclear what
Jerry Abramson, said four way from Lexington. A total of will happen as the hurricane
flights from New Orleans about 30 shower heads were passes over the warm waters of
arrived Saturday and two more expected.
the Gulf on its way toward land.
had arnved by Sunday afterAnnette Jaramillo, a mom
Also. the U.S. Coast Guard
noon.
from New Orleans. was Sector Ohio Valley based in
The evacuees were taken to impressed with the preparations Louisville deployed three
the south wing of the Kentucky that had been made the evac- Disaster Assistance Response
Fair and Exposition Center, uees. There was hot pizza when Teams
(DARTs)
from
where a shelter had been set up. she arrived with her husband Louisville.
Paducah
and
Kentucky has agreed to and three kids Saturday night. Huntington. W.Va.. to the Gulf
accept as many as 4.250 people. and breakfast from McDonald's Coast.
number coming to in the morning.
The
The teams are designed to
Louisville will be capped at
"Not knowing what we're handle search and rescue opera3.000. After that, evacuees will going back to is probably the tions in shallow water and urban
be sent to Lexington, Bowling hardest thing.- Jaramillo told environments.
Green and Owensboro.
the paper.
Additional DARTS teams in
Capt. Dale Greer of the
New arrivals from the Gulf the Pittsburgh and Nashville are
Kentucky Air National Guard Coast were given identification on standby.

Mauthausen-Gusen concentration camps complex. Third
Army forces ended up in
Czechoslovakia, the furthest
east of any American units,
according to the online Patton
Society Research Library.
Looking back, Crick remembers much of his part in the war,
not only in Czechoslovakia but
other areas of Europe. He narrowly missed being part of one
of the bloodiest battles of World
War II.
"I missed the Battle of the
Bulge by about three or four
weeks," he said. "They cut our
training about two months short
in order to get us over there. We
come on up to the Rhine River
and we were relieved at the
Rhine River."
Crick entered the service
with training at Fort McClellan,
Ala. During his years of service,
he
also
earned
the
Infantryman's badge and a
Good Conduct Medal. He
advanced in rank from a private
to a T5 corporal.

Bourbon Trail getting new stop in
Bardstown
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — A trip down the Kentucky Bourbon Trail
is about to get a little longer
The owners of Bardstown's Tom Moore Distillery believe there will
be plenty of interest in their facilities, including mash cookers, warehouses and fermentation tanks. though their tour will be stripped
down compared to some others
There will be no gift shop tasting room or bottles of liquor for sale
during tours of the Moore Distillery, but a visitor center is expected to
be opened in 2010 Tours of the distillery are scheduled to begin Oct
1.
Kentucky Distillers' Association president Eric Gregory said in a
recent statement that he was thrilled about the addition to the trail.

In northern Ky., town, mayor's
race is dog fight
RABBIT HASH, Ky. (AP) — The race for mayor of the northern
Kentucky hamlet of Rabbit Hash is turning into a real dog fight And.
voting for one of the candidates will cost you, too.
Seven dogs, a cat and a donkey are running to succeed the previous honorary mayor, Junior, a black Labrador retriever. who held
the post from 2004 until his death in May The Rabbit Hash Histoncal
Society, which runs the "mall town along the Ohio River. charges $1
to vote but Mows voters to participate as many times as they are
willing to pay. Proceeds benefit the histoncal society.
The campaign kicked into high gear Saturday with the town's Old
Timers Day. Campaign posters touted Travis ("A Cat For Change")
Molly ("Bet on the Boxer"). Noggin ("The Thinking Man's Mayor-) and
other candidates
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II Water fun ...
From Front

"The pool is in pretty good shape," Sykes said.
As for next year...
"The pool needs something else. It's nice for
small children, but the bigger kids want a little
more," he reported, adding that some ideas were
being considered.
Man Martin. parks director. said. "This past
summer has been a success, as the year before
was. We continue to see increased numbers at the
pool, and there are some exciting plans for next
year we are investigating."
Martin said park officials are looking at the
option of converting the wading pool into a
"sprayground* or adding it as a smaller, separate
feature in addition to the wading pool.
"We are currently weighing the benefits of
both options, as well as looking into how much
area this project would take. What is certain is that
if we build it, local children — and adults who are
still kids at heart — will enjoy splashing about
during our typical hot summer days.
"It will add to the overall fun family atmosphere and bring more people into Calloway
County from surrounding communities as well."
Martin said Sykes and his staff have done
another excellent job safeguarding kids and ensuring the pool is run efficiently.
"I can't say enough about the job they do and
the high level of service they provide our community," Martin said. "We are one of the few public
pools that doesn't lose money, which is always a
benefit to our taxpayers especially in such difficult times."
Sykes said during the last weekend, all city and
county employees, and their immediate family

*Cffea valid for flist-time customers Orly aod is skatliect to aporovai,
Lean roustbepaidm fug'mor;tiefofe;tette date to receve your
f'ee'gas card Other iestictioricapols'See Store fortomplete details
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AQUA GLASS

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Mike Sykes, aquatic director for the Murray
City Parks, works Friday at the Central Park
Swimming Pool. This will be the last weekend
the pool is open for the 2008 season.
members, can get a free admission to the pool.
He said after this weekend, workers will clean
and sweep in preparation for winter.
"The furniture will be removed from the deck.
and we'll take down the guards' stands. We'll also
drain the pool, and when the leaves are off the
trees we'll go back and add enough water to keep
it from freezing."

Ask Your Server For Details!
11 a.m. - Close All Day & All Night
V.V.E1).\•1).11
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While Supplies Last!
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Garden Tub w/Step

E-

ONLY

sg2 aa

Decorative Groups

SKU *846050AC0O
White

Victorian

SALE $2855°

36"
Shower

SKL *81 3c38AC
White

Tub & Shower

SALE

SKU *2526-38

SALE $299°°

—I

Tile Tub & Shower
SKU *926042D
S39900
Pe-CT-6445.Z SALE

SALE

$3504

lkilOODSX2 giCdirtifig
SKU *412-09

Tub Only - 60x42
SKU *546042BC01

SALE $4157

'339"

SALE

LAST ONE!

SKU *417-09
-72eg-4•45.22,

D E LT Select Faucets
& Pedestal Sinks Combo's
Below Cost!

SALE
$5642
SKU $418-00
1-707-620.1.52__
SALE

1 ,i1 4t, Spaghetti U•tiP4.1

s27"
SKU *416-09

iiep#'4'at

Tze-T-3944.41
SALE

f'e'te

1.82"
"Serving You
Since 1955
With Quality
Products
And Service
You Qeserve"

970,Clitest nut Street • NIurra)

SALE
$7999

s42"

awe ao/eit

atiai

'V
SKU *2528-38
1711-0-1+92•141-

SKU *2522-38
---1k2g-S€4„7-9

#8260368
- 40354"st WhiteSKU.1Z07
-636Q..22_

Lunch & dinner for only 5 bucks or less!

.Mediumbaghetti

Our Cash Advance can get you
the short-term cash you need.
Bring in this ad before
September 20, 2008 and it can
also get you a card good for
2s5hwyo
ort
u hn of FREE
olusGFA
RS
E!E* GTAhse*
eed
for your car: this is an offer
at will really get you moving.

URRAY.

SUPPLY COMPANY
You, Hardware Electrical and Plumbing Professionals

IInc

200-206 E Main • Murray. KY • 270-753-3361
Hrs M-F 7- 5 p.m Sat. 7-4 p.m.• www.murraysupply.net
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l'he I Ate. ot the Oaks
Counny Club s ill base then
regularly scheduled golf scramble on ‘1ednesday at 9:30 a.m.
at the club
Betty Hassell and ha ye(hiptoil %Ill •••4:151.5 aS hostesses.
All members ale encouraged to play and to note the
change in times
V1 umeis ot grill play on
Aug. 27 has e heel] announced
hy Law a Parket and Mary
Alice Smith, hostesses, as folloss sFirst place - Belinda Elhnut. Kay Cupton and Janet
Kirk.
Second place Shirley Jenstrum, Betty Hassell and Brunda Parket
Third Place - I.aura Parker, Kitty Steele and Cynthia
Darnall.

KenlakeGolf
Kenlake State Resint Park
Ladies Golf league reports
• that.. 12 ladies %s ere out to play
gull on Wednesday. Aug. 27.
:7The winners were Ina Horton. Joann Welsch and Kay Norman.
The league plays each
Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the
Hamrick Memorial Golf Course
at the park. All interested lady
grille's are ins tied.
.

To find out
what's
happening
in your
community
read the

t wa tt

too

LEDGER TIMES

JOIN
FARM BUREAU
and enjoy these

DISCOUNTS...
Sherwin-Williams
25% OFF
Enterprise
Rent-A-Car
15% OFF
GM Vehicles
'500-'750 OFF
Hotels
10° - 20°'OFF
Comfort Inn
Quality Inn
Econo Lodge
Rodeway Inn
Days Inn
Ramada
All KY State Parks
and more
Beltone Hearing
Aids
15% OFF
Eyeglasses &
Contacts
10°0 - 60°0 OFF

753-4703
_Call For Details

Home & Auto
Insurance

Oh
ta.bstkessteescrsianliewis

Calloway County High School
Cheer Clinic will be Saturday

Ladies°,Ilit•Oaks

WI

Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Calloway County High School Cheer Clinic will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon
at the high school gym. This will be for
persons of kindergarten through fifth grade.
Instruction will be given by the school
cheerleaders. Registration will start at 8:30
a.m.
The cost will be $30 per child. Each
child will rrceise a I-shirt, free admission
to the high school home football game on
Sept. 12, and a chance to cheer one quarter of the game with the high school cheerleaders.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
at First United Methodist Church. Enter from the southside
rear door located near the playground. The only requirement
is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.
Photo provided
RALLY HELD: The Murray Elementary P2 students celebrated their review of the TIGER
Guidelines for Success with a rally. Each class dressed in a special color and presented one
of the letters in TIGER while reciting the accompanying guideline. After a parade around the
playground complete with cheers and banners each class shared a guideline with their classmates. Students in the P2 class pledged to follow the guidelines and be a successful member
of the MES community during the 2008-2009 school year. Pictured is Matlene Perry's class.

LadiesoftAurrayeountryClub
The Ladies of the Murray
Country Club will play a golf
scramble on Wednesday at 9
am at the club. Golfers are
asked to note the time change
tor Wednesday.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee I - Betty Jo Purdom,
Cyndi Cohoon. Patsy Green
and Norma Frank;
Tee 4 - Ve Severns. Peggy
Shoemaker, Barbara Gray and
Christi Hopkins:
Tee 6 - Debbie Hixon, Freda

Burgess, low gross, Debbie
Nixon. low net;
First flight - Cyndi Cohoon.
low gross. Freda Steely, low
net;
Second flight - Susan Johnson, low gross, Pam Adams, low
net:
Chip-ins - Pam Adams and
Vickie Baker;
Overall low putts - Patsy
Green;
Nine Holes winner - Jane
Myer.

Support groups will meet
during the month of September
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital will offer several support group meetings during the
month of September. which are
offered to everyone in the community.
The Breast Feeding Support
Group will meet on Saturdays.
Sept. 6, 13. 20 and 27 at 10:45
a.m. at the St. John's Episcopal Church. For more information about this support group,
pcontact Heather Duffy at 4365657.
The Death of a Parent Support Group will meet on Mondays. Sept. 8, IS, 23 and 29
at 7 p.m. If you are interested or need more information,
contact Stephanie Cunningham
at 210-4173.
The Alzheimer's Disease
Support Group will meet Tuesdays. Sept. 9 and 23 at 4:3(1
p.m. in the Murray-Calloway
Count) Hospital hoard room.
Free sitter service during the
meeting will he offered. For
more information, contact

Cindy Ragsdale at 762-1278.
The Parkinson's Support
Group will meet on Tuesdays.
Sept. 9 and 23 at noon in the
George Weaks Community Center. To eat with the Senior Citizens, come at 11:30 a.m. For
more information. contact Dixie
Hopkins at 753-6001.
The Grief Recovery Outreach Program will begin on
Tuesday. Sept. 9 at 7 p.m. in
the third floor Ceassroom of
the Education Wing at MCCH
and will continue for 12 consecutive Tuesdays. For more
information, or to sign up for
the class, contact MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274.
The NEW LAP-BAND®
Support Group will meet Tuesday. Sept. 9 at 5:30 p.m. in
the Center for Health & Wellness classroom.
For more
information, contact Bariatric
Solutions at 762-1547.
The Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet Thursday, Sept. 18 at 5:30 p.m. in

the Center for Health Ar Wellness classroom. Contact Cheryl
Crouch at 762-1557 for more
information about this support
group.
The Breast Cancer Support
Group will meet Tuesday. Sept.
23 at 6:30 p.m. in the Center
for Health & Wellness classroom. For more information,
contact Evelyn Wallis at 4892462 or Angie Hutchings at 4354614.
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet on Thursday. Sept. 25 at 7:30 p.m. in
the MCCH private dining room
I. Contact MCCH Chaplain
Kerry Lambert at 762-1274, or
Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324
for more information on this
support group.
The NEW Smoker's Support Group will meet Monday,
Sept. 29 at 5:30 p.m. in the
Center for Health and Wellness classroom. Contact Melissa Ross at 762-1348 for more
information.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
Hickory Woods

HAPPENINGS
by Anmta Peeler
We've enjoyed a nice quiet restful
week. Our bodies are still recovering from our Olympic games' Jenise
and Donna had sympathy for us this
week and scheduled music and
retaking activities 'The Bookmobile
.anie tho week and we all stocked
up sin lots of reading material Then
we enjoyed one attermxin ol music
with Bobbie Chrysler and a morning
ot music with Marie Taylo - lemse
played Bible Trty la with us on
Wednesday and then we played card
games on Thursday We were soled
relreshments in our rooms this week
we loyc I001T1 service'
Our resident total/menu committee mei dn. week and made suggestions tor changes to the new menus.
As you probably guess Us very difficult to serse three meals a day 365
days a week 10 please 4S residents.
Si' this committee has quite a challenge' I think eseryone will he
pleased with the MN changes
We celebrated my birthday this
week we won't go into my age) but
we had a very nice lunch of gnlled
hamburgers and hot dogs and birthday cake too I also ret.elSed some
heauldul tresh flowers and lots ot
gilts and cards 'Me party kind oh
took tlw "sting- out ot being another year older Thanks to all my stall.
tor helping me celebrate
We are looking forward to a restful
Labor Das holiday and Men to
another %eel, ol tun and games
_Nothing else looks or feels like
home hut we come dose
54 Ilterhack Rd • Murray. 1,
4
Phone 12,11 -C4-10011 • VAM-211-5011

Cards & Crafts Class planned
Registration for the Creative Cards & Crafts class will he
Thursday from 3 to 5 p.m. at the Murray Board of Education,
218 South 13th St. The class is open to seventh and eighth
grade students and will be held on Tuesday. Sept. 9, right
after school until 5 p.m. For information call Jean Bennett at
753-4363.

Temple Hill Lodge to meet Tuesday

Steely. Pain Adam, and Susan
Johnson;
Tee 9 - Linda Burgess, Jennifer Crouse, Marilyn Adkins
and Lisa Wyant.
Betty Jo Purdom will he
golf hostess. Nine holcrs and
anyone not listed in the lineup hut desiring to play will
be paired at the tee.
Norma Frank, hostess for
play on Aug. 27, has released
the winners as follows:
Championship flight - Linda

WATCH Center at 702 Main
St.. Murray. needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project.
Peggy Williams, director,
said. "These may be taken to
the center during regular hours:
or persons may drive through

the driveway on the west side
of the center and place them
in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night; or may be
donated at a Make A Difference Day at Murray State University Stewart stadium parking lot."

Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. for a potluck meal and
meeting at 7 p.m at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464. east of
Almo.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall, 1 1 1 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will he from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna
at 227-9521.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at If p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church.
For information call 7534419 or 1-87/4147-2(X)4.

Heart Walk Team plans promotion
The Murray Bank Heart Walk Team will have a rebate day
at Big Apple Cafe on Wednesday. Customers are asked to tell
your server or cashier they are there for the team

Kappa Department will meet
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. A potluck salad
per will be served. The program will he presented by
Murray State University students who will discuss their
sion tnp in Peru. All members are urged to attend.

meet
suptwo
mis-

Fire District changes meeting
Calloway County Fire District has changed its September
meeting to Monday. Sept. S. at 6 p.m. at the No. I fire station on East Sycamore Street, Murray. because of the Labor
day holiday.

Laker Band Boosters to meet
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet Tuesday.
at 5:30 p.m. in the high school band room.

Assistance for veterans given
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits on
Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. and Wednesday from 10:30
a.m. to 3:15 p.m. at the Unemployment Office, 319 South 7th
St.. Mayfield, and on Thursday from 9 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. at
the VA Clinic. 2620 Perkins Creek Dr., Paducah. Ron McClure,
regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance. For information and
appointments,
call
or
e-mail
1-877-812-0840
ronald.mcclure®ky.gov. Walk-ins will be assisted as time per:
nuts..

Dexter-Almo meeting tonight
Dexter-Almo Heights Water Distnct will meet tonight at
p.m at the district office at 351 Alino Rd.. Almo.

CD

maturing?

Heart Walk team plans promotion
The Heart Walk Team of Heritage Bank will have a rebate
night at Nicks on Tuesday from 5 p.m to midnight. Customers
are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

Health Express lists stops
'll today to find out more about a cumpelft.ve e,
,
,Aving, plans d lixed annuity from WootImen of it, VVoild
'Competitive interest rates
•Eamings compound tax deterred
•No taxes until withdrawal
The interest rats' for August is 81%

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer osteoporosis screenings as well at blood pressure and
pulse checks on Tuesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 2:30 p.m. at Save-A-Lot in Murray, on Wednesday from 9
to 11:30 a.m. at Curry's Grocery. Wingo, and from 1 to 3
p.m. at Burton's Service "Station, Lynnville; and on Thursday
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at Duncan's Market, Murray, and from
I to 3 p.m. at East Y Grocery, Murray.

Rescue Squad to meet Tuesday

t

Shelia Crouse
Barry Newsome
,
-ii Field Representative Field Representative
270-753-4741
270-753-3422
sitcrouseltwoodmsn.corn benewsweetvoodnwn.coni

VVoodmen of the Word

+-not art, Sor pety
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• 400
,
G 011te 0,4111.4. Net)
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Due to the Labor Day holiday the Calloway County DES
Rescue Squad will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the headquarters at 95 Spruce St.. Murray. For information contact Chief
Ronnie Burkeen at 762-1714.

Family reunion planned
WOODMEN.,
thWORID
svVis* woodmen ors

Ln,itrance Proter t

Slur

The family of Samuel and Francis Warren. formerly of Murray, is planning a spring 2(X)9 reunion in Murray. Anyone
wishing to attend or if they have any information regarding
the relatives of Sam and Francis Warren, contact Norma Jean
Warren Harman at 1-270-554-2256 or 1-270-559-6888 or Dianne
Warren Santerina at 1-864-268-9440.
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McCain orders convention curtailed for Gustav

Claudine Coursey

ST. PAUL. Mann (AP)
oursey. 91, of Benton. Ky., died at II :20 p.m. Friday.
Aug. 29, 2008, at Bnuhaven of Benton in Benton, Ky. She was a John McCain tore up the script
for his Republican National
member of First Baptist Church in Calven City
She was the daughter of Clyde and ha ('humbler Littlejohn, who Convention Sunday. canceling
preceded her in death. She was also preceded in death by her hus- most opening-day activities and
band, Duard Course'', two grandchildren, Steve and Shanna positioning himself as above
Maddox, three sisters. Charlene Powell, Dora Walker, and Laura mere politics as Hurricane
Gustav churned toward New
Jones; two brothers, Cal Littlejohn and Wayne Littlejohn.
'•
She is survived by one daughter, Glenda Maddox and her him- Orleans.
"This is a time when we have
...band, Wayne; two sons, Larry Coursey and his wife, Doris, and
Tommy Coursey and his wife. Carolyn, all of Benton, seven grand- to do away with our party polichildren, Sherry Downey, Mike C'oursey, both of Benton; Michelle tics and we have to act as
Coursey of Hendersonville, Tenn.; Alison Glettner, of Peadmont. Americans," he said as fellow
Calif., Gina Owens of Murray. David Stephens of Goodletsville, Republicans converged on their
Tenn. and Laura Riley of Marion. Ky.; nine great-grandchildren, convention city to nominate him
James, Jill and Anna Downey, Blake and Leah Coursey. Laura and for the White House.
Lane Owens; Garrett Stephens and C'aleb Riley.
On the eve of his convention,
The funeral is scheduled for 10 a.m. today. Monday at Collier McCain took on the role of a
Funeral Chapel with Rev. Larry Nichols and Keen McKinney offi- concerned potential president
ciating. Interment will be at Bethlehem Cemetery, Benton.
determined to avoid the errors
made by President Bush three
Roosevelt Haddix
years ago. "I have every expecRoosevelt Haddix, 65, of Benton, died Friday. Aug. 29, 2008, at tation that we will not see the
Marshall County Hospital in Benton, Ky.
mistakes of Katrina repeated."
Born in Beattyville, Ky, the son of the late Winnie (Beverly) and he said.
Thomas William Haddix, he attended Hamlet Baptist Church,
Bush and Vice President
Benton. He was also preceded in death by his wife. Joyce Ann Dick Cheney scrapped plans to
(Johnson) Haddix; one sister, Betty Haddix, and five brothers; address the convention tonight.
Curtis Haddix, Eugene Haddix, Ernest Haddix, Columbus Haddix and McCain's aides
chartered a
and Thomas If Haddix.
jet to fly delegates back to their
He was retired from the City of Murray Sanitation Department.
hurricane-threatened
states
He is survived by two daughters, Tammy Wulff of Murray and along
the Gulf Coast. Campaign
Sandra Pittman of Benton; one son, Raymond Haddix, Cave City,
manager Rick Davis said the
Ky.; one sister, Anna Patrick, Campton. Ky., six grandchildren.
first-night program was being
The funeral is scheduled for I p.m. today. Monday at Collier
cut from seven hours to two and
Funeral Chapel with Rev. Raymond Lewis and Rev. Jack Henshaw
one-half.
officiating. Interment will follow at Union Ridge Cemetery.
McCain said in an interview
Memorial contributions may be made to St. Jude's Children's
with NBC that it was possible he
Research Hospital. 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis, TN, 38105.
would make his acceptance
speech
not from the convention
Inez I. Gray
Inez I. Gray, 87, of Muskegon. Mich., formerly of Murray, podium but via satellite from the
Thursday, Aug. 28, 2008, at Heartland Health Care Center in Gulf Coast region.
The formal business of the
Michigan.
Born May 31, 1921, she was the daughter of Ernest and Mary convention includes nominating
Van Elwell Gray, who preceded her in death. She was also preced- McCain for president and
ed in death by her husband, Walter Gray. She is survived by six Alaska Gov. Sarah Patin as his
sons; Walter Gray Jr. and his wife. Nancy, and Daniel Gray and his vice presidential running mate
Wednesday.
McCain's
wife, Nanette, all of Muskegon, Ronald Gray and his wife. Hester, on
of Benton. Ky.; Randy Gray and his wife, Tammy, and Jack Gray acceptance speech. set for prime
and his wife. Jennifer, all of Murray; William Gray and his wife. time Thursday evening, is
Susan, of Spring Lake, Mich.; two daughters, Sharon Dill and her among the most critical events
husband. Willard of Fruitport, Mich., and Patricia Wiktorowski and of the campaign for his chances
her husband, Ronald. of Grand Rapids, Mich.; one sister, Ardyth of winning the White House.
Beghtol of Muskegon. Mich.; II grandchildren and six great-grandThe hasty reordenng of an
children.
event months in the planning
Visitation has been set after 10 a.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 3, at was unprecedented, affecting
lines-Miller Funeral Home. The funeral is scheduled afterward at 11 not only the program on the
a.m, with burial to follow at Murray Memorial Gardens. Online con- podium but the accompanying
dolences may he made at www.imesmillercom.
fundraising, partying and other
political activity that unfolds
around the edges of a national
political convention.
McCain said he was looking
forward to being at the convention but did not say when he
would arrive. He spoke from St.
CHICAGO
(API
— set aside for retirement, also arc Louis after he and Palm n received
a briefing on hurricane preparaAmericans are changing the contributing.
game plan for retirement, with
In an April survey conducted tions on a quick visit to Jackson.
millions laboring right past the for AARP, 27 percent of work- Miss.
Democratic rival Barack
traditional retirement age and ers age 43 and over, and 32 perworking into their late 60s and cent of those 55-64 said they Obama got a briefing, too, by
Homeland
beyond.
had pushed back their planned telephone from
While the average retirement retirement date because of the Security Secretary Michael
age remains 63, that standard economic downturn. The tele- Chertoff. Obama heard about
may soon be going the way of phone poll by Woelfel Research the status of the storm, the evacthe gold watch — a trend interviewed 1,002 respondents uation effort and coordination
expected to accelerate as baby and carried a sampling error between federal, state and local
boomers close in on retirement margin of plus or minus 3.1 per- authorities,
according
to
Democratic campaign adviser
without sufficient savings.
centage points.
"We have people who are Robert Gibbs.
For 64-year-old John Lee,
-retirement" bears a strong healthier, who are living longer
McCain campaign manager
resemblance to his full-time and have more economic rea- Davis told reporters inside the
working career — full of 40. sons to stay in the work force," convention hall that the opening
and 50-hour weeks as an IT said David Certner, AARP's leg- program on Monday would he
technical support specialist. islative policy director. "On the "business only and will refrain
He's not strapped but likes the employer side, you have greater from political rhetonc."
extra cash and the feeling of demand for experienced (older)
To help those in need, he
workers. That all adds up to said, "We are working with the
being needed.
But for Melissa Fodor, a longer work lives."
delegations, financial people.
retired travel agent who works
Lee never envisioned putting finance committees, many other
part-time as a caregiver for the in long work weeks in his mid- concerned individuals to do
elderly, the extra work "keeps 60s.
what we can to raise money for
The Marietta, Ga., resident
my head above water" and
arious charities that operate in
there's no end in sight to that battled frequent work stress the Gulf Coast region."
before taking early retirement
financial need at age 68.
McCain said of his briefing
Although the work is satisfy- from Coca-Cola Co. at 33. He in Mississippi: "I'm happy to
ing, she confides that "financial- lay wide awake for many rest- report to you that the coordinaly I'm kind of scared most of the less nights thinking about the tion and the work that's being
time. Because what should hap- job, and believes all the strain done at all levels appears to be
pen if my health and my body caused health problems in the excellent." He cited remaining
form of fibrornyalgia and chron- challenges in communications
f'ail'"
Growing evidence docu- ic back pain.
and search and rescue operaBut when his old employer tions, but emphasized that the
ments that people are working
called offering contract work at response seemed to be going
longer as they live longer.
Twenty-nine percent of peo- his specialty, mainframe sysple in their late 60s were work- tems, he gladly accepted. Tennis
ing in 2006, up from 18 percent and golf hadn't worked out as
in 1985. according to the Bureau retirement hobbies, and he
of Labor Statistics. Nearly 6 decided he could use the money
million workers last year were for occasional trips overseas and
to help out his children and
63 or over.
Over the next decade, the grandchildren.
"Going back to work wasn't
number of 55-and-up workers is
expected to rise at more than the plan," he said. "But after I
five times the rate of the overall retired, before they called me. I
really didn't have anything to
work force, the BLS reported.
A slowing economy and do. So when they called. I
stock market, squeezing funds jumped on it."

Americans are working
longer before retirement

AP
President Bush, center, joined by FEMA Administrator David Paulison. left, and Harvey E.
Johnson, right. relieve an update on the preparations for Hurricane Gustav Sunday at FEMA
headguarlers in Washington
more smoothly than the one
three years ago.
Later. Al a rally with McCain
outside Si. Louis, Palin said,
"There are consequences when
government fails to make good
on its most basic obligations,
and this is true not just in times
of crisis."
"Every day the decisions of
government can make lives better for our people or worse, add
to their burdens or lighten them
and strengthen the security of
our nation or diminish that security," she said.
The uncertainty along the
Gulf Coast contrasted with a
state of readiness inside the Xcel
Center, a hockey arena transformed into a made-for-televison red-carpeted convention
hall. Thousands Of red, white
and blue balloons nestled in netting high above the floor -- to
be released during final-night
festivities if the Republicans
decide to go ahead with them.
Outside, police took nine
people into custody for crossing
a security barrier in an anti-war
march. The nine, including two
women in their 70s, were
charged
with
trespassing.
according to Doug Holtz, a St.
Paul police commander.
Emphasizing their concern
about the hurricane. McCain and
his newly named running mate
traveled to Mississippi for a tour
of the state's emergency management center.
"I pledge that tomorrow
night, and if necessary throughout our convention, we will act
as
Americans,
not
as
Republicans," McCain told
reporters moments later.
The events temporarily overshadowed a more traditioually
political pre-convention debate
over McCain's decision to name
Palin to his ticket. She was
mayor of small-town Wasilla.
Alaska, for six years before she
became governor in December
2006.
Responding to a question
after
his hurricane-related
remarks, McCain made a ringing defense of Palin, who
Democrats argue has less experience than their presidential
candidate. Obama.
"I think Sen.. Obama, if they
want to go down that route, in all
candor, she has far, far more
experience than Sen.. Obama
does," McCain said.
He cited Palin's stint as governor of a "state that produces
20 percent of America's energy"
as well as her previous membership in the PTA and her time
spent on the city council and in
the mayor's office in Wasilla, a
town of fewer than 7.000 people

AP

Workers continue preparations at the site of the upcoming
Republican National Convention in St. . Paul, Minn. Sunday.
With Hurricane Gustav approaching the Gulf Coast. presumptive presidential nominee. Sen... John McCain, R-Ariz., said
there could be major changes to the convention scheduled to
begin today.
outside Anchorage.
By contrast, he said Mama
"was a community organizer
when she was in elected office.
He was in the state Senate and
voted 130 times present. He
never took on his party on anything. She took on a part) and
the old bulls and the old boy network and she succeeded."
Palm n has frequently clashed
with fellow Republicans in her
state, and won office after denying an incumbent GOP governor
renomination to a new term in
office.
But Democratic Sen.. Chris
Dodd of Connecticut said
McCain's selection was merely
designed to appease the hardright conservatives in the

Republican Party. -His knees
buckled" when it came time to
picking a running 'nate. Dodd
said of McCain in an appearance
on CNN.
Democrats, too, decided to
tone down their conventionweek efforts.
Party
spokesman
Brad
Woodhouse said the Democrats
had canceled a -More of the
Same" rally that had been slated
for Monday.
Mama said he was ready to
encourage his supporters to
assist any victims of the hurricane. "I think we can ;activate an
C-mail list of a couple of million
people who want to give back."
he said,
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Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!

Groomer: Diane Jackson

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats

NO EXPERIENCEP NO PROBLEM.

(270) 753-6749

• Nearly 2/3 of drivers get home
daily or weekly

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.

• Company-provided training
available

1411614-11M11 • FM-WM=

Buying or Selling Stock?
Call the professionals at Hilliard Lyons.

Call Today For An Appointment

• Higher pay AND more miles

schneiderfebtcom

32 Years Experience

imm
SCtiar
aiDIER.
mim
•

1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.spatatdevet.com
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Lao*
Notice

Public Notice
Effective August IS, Anin Room to rim* Prenchool
at 109 S 13th St is not affiliated with arrt other
preschool or daycare in the Murray area

OPENING SEPT.2ND
DEE'S PLACE
2667 ST HT 94 EAST Next to Hope
Harbor Church
• Charbroiled Burge'..
• Daily Lunch Specials

TEXAS based cornea
ny expanding IMO
Western, KY Company
offers generous incentives and rewards program 30-minute seminar required with applications and interviews
taken on Sept 5th at
7 00pm & Sept. 6th at
10•00am & 2:00pm
Best Western meeting
room. 1503 N.12th
Street.

Computers

I

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

270 753-9826

SPA la Vie is relocating
out of town. All gift certificates must be used
by 9/30/08.
TAROT readings, 25
years experience, by
appointment
only (270)227-8734
$25.00 special for the
month of September
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
.information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
Lost snd Fond
$100 Reward' 5 yea
old, neutered male ca
"Sparky" White with
grey/black splotches
Lost July 30th southeast area.
(270) 753-0273
(4) 7 wits, old kittens.
indoor,
weaned,
tamed,
litter
box
trained Needs a good
home_ 293-4589.
CHOCOLATE lab puppies, 10 wits. old Call
474-8808 after 6:00

VS is now accepting
to
applications
Pharmacy Technician
in
Paducan
area
,lequire at Murray CVS
a0E
•
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
• -help wanted- section
. on our classifieds
webpage at
murray ledger c‘on,
you will be redirected
to mbnetwork com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
'
this website
However. as a national
websoe. not all listings
'on the johnetwork,com
' are placed through
• the Murray Ledger
• & Times Please call
us if you base any
• questions regarding
•
the Murray area
doh listings Thank you
EAi-IN extra income
Seasonal employment
preparing income tax
retum Classes available Call H&R Block in
Murray at 753-9204
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
in person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 121h
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

business
MEDICAL
office seeking exper
reception's'
onced
insurance clerk Sen-.
resume to 2957 U
Hwy 641N, Murray, K
or tax to
42071
(270)759-1215
Now hiring talented,
energetic licensed cosmetologist and massage therapist. We
offer great employee
benefits. For more
information please call
767-0760
PART time mechanic
Apply at Murray Rental
& Sales, 200 E Main
St 753-8201
S PORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive commitments
and goals
We are in search of full
time, day shift employees to fill positions in
these
areas:
1)
Electronic/circuit
board repair, some
experience required. 21
Scoreboard assembly, using small hand
tools and
reading
schematics
are
required.
Successful candidates
are
self-motivated:
detail oriented and
take pride in the quality
of their work.
Salary is commensurate with experience
S portabie
Scoreboards offers a
competitive, comprehensive benefit package
Apply at
106
Max Hurt Drive, Murray
or direct resume to
mfg recruitingescor
eboardt.com

AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has openings
in her home Small
daycare in a great
home
environment
Autobond accepted
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 or
270-753-7031
Housecleaning
270-759-9553
WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

Local retail business
for sale. Excellent
income for husband &
wife team Includes all
inventory. f&f and
equipment For more
information call
630-561-0203

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid lor
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

h. • two l';;; I

Wanted: Starving artist
would like to purchase
large pieces of used
polystyrene foam
blocks (styroforrni.
Phone 270-492-6231.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Articles
For Sale
1986 Honda 250 Elite
Scooter. 2
70-978-2351
ALPHA massage capsule machine. $1,000
270-753-6944
CHICKENS for sale.
Young laying hens.
$12.50ea. 437-4295.
ELECTRIC (
OR
PEDAL) BIKE FOR
SALE. A beautiful
machine ready to help
save the environment
and eliminate expenses. To see pictures and
complete description:
e-mail
Hart bellsouth.net or call Hart
Bamett 270-362-8483
or 270-832-0016.
KENMORE
washer/dryer $200
573-673-6792
270-809-5345
Red Bricks 30cents
each (270)436-2262
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony's
Best
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action.
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.
Two youth captain's
beds
with
built-in
shelves and drawers.
Originally
$1,300.
Large chest of drawers
included free $350
759-9687.

Checi us out
on the web!

Complete Formal Wear Headqaarter•

/114's

One and Two Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Air
Aci:epting Application,

i2te75•-stoe

d

Applieness

Aportrants For Rent

-LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

BR 2 BA all appliinces Move in free
lays Co'emar RE.
'53-9898

MIADDELIONS
605 US0uth.f2th

-(270)753-1713

Ethan Allen chest &
mirror, stacked tables
& wall library unit
Karastan rug 4x6, 2
bar stools, writing
desk 731-644-1166
TOP quality
ronsignrnent furniture.
accessones and
nntiques.
Read Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

Trombone, Yamaha
YSL 354 beginne
model, very good con
drtion, $400 753-7905.

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Call 761-7355
weir lconiersioaereatty Cl
DUPLEX 2 Br. 1 Ba
new remodel, no pets
wid furnished. $575 •
deposit. 293-6430.
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
including
washer,
dryer, and dishwasher.
$500/mo. 759-5886 or
293-7085.
Large studio apt
above Bradley Book
Co on campus newly
remodeled 1303
Chestnut Street.
$675/mo Includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710

Presidentia
1992
14x70 3 BR. 2 BA
condition,
excellent
fully
furnished
$12,000. 436-5552
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
availab'e, you can
qualify for $0 down.
Call
for
FREE
APPROVAL.
731-584-9429
280
Motile Homes For Rant
2 BR, $315
753-6012

1 & 2 BR bedrooms
near MSU Coleman
RE 753-9898
t Bedroom apartment.
clean & nice, all appliances including W/D.
no pets. (270)4362524 Cell (270)2936906
1 BR apt, various lacations, Coleman RE
Move in free days.
753-9898
2BR. 2 BA duplex.
very nice with many
extras. Beautiful moldings and decor. Nice
shrubbery flowers and
trees. House garage
with opener, nice patio
with halt covered top,
all appliances furnished. 902A N. 20th
No pets. $650. 7535344.
2BR
IBA
duplex.
Appliances.
1304
Peggy Ann. Section 8
ok. 270-753-0259
2BR duplex, nice,
C/1-1/A. appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 3BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3BR house. C/H/A. 1,
2, & 3 BR Apt.
753-1252. 753-0606.
761-3694.

Maytag washer & dryer set. Like new.
top line, almond color. For $400.

(270) 753-3265

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroon, Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 800-648-6056
for
TOWNHOUSES
rent. 3 or 4 bedroom,
2.5 oath. 1,400 sq. ft.,
washeedryer, refrigerator, oven, stove, dishwasher. 3 BR $630, 4
BR $800. No pets.
Security deposit $800.
1217 N 16th St.,
Murray. 270-348-0458.
Close
to
MSU.
Meadowlark
Townhouses.

1 or 2 bedroom house
n country. Appliances
furnished, Central H/A
$575.00 a month, one
year lease, one month
deposit, no pets. Call
753-2905.
home,
BR
2
Farmington. Separate
workshop and office.
Pets require extra
deposit. Call 247-6979.
2 BR house, 1 1/2
blocks from University.
5425. 753-5992
2 BR on S. 9th St..
garage, big fenced
backyard, appliances,
all electric, air
conditioner, w/d hookup. 1 yr. lease, $525.
call 270-767-0615.
2 BR. 2 BA, water,
smear, trash & cable N
ir eluded. No pets
$600 monthly, $600
deposit. 767-9111

ion
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Does Your Polley Pay 100% of
'
the Deductibles,
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MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

sth
,
I 4O10-317.6767

Al Oceanid Tramportation • Arrant Serricr • Certified Drivers

"TIRED OF LOW CD RATES"

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Part A. $135 on
Part B Call me for more information

persons are
that All dwel
availably on
Ity to,

FREE HELP IN C1ABI FILM FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

For further 4
-lousing A.
meats, cont.
Rarer %lila

-ROLLER COASTER STOCK MARKET-

- PREPLANNING •••
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Sprczaltst

A FIXED ANNUITY MAY BE THE ANSWER
12% PREMIUM BONUS THRU SEPT 15TH

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

AND/OR

Avoid inflationary cost

Highly rated compnay. Call for details

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Agent: Ron Sallin

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Cell (270)210-2533

Tnry Isaa,silearren Isaacs, Owners

ill -Jill 'Alopheir. of .\,,i114..•.1.
41751- 19 I 4',

BUILDIN(
(270)210(270)559-

271I- -7,1-24 I I

Phone (270)759-1565

Kentucky
$3.750 ot
228-826-

Commercial Waste 1
Disposal
Rsokse keoce

.111.1

5o115 .1.1

14004854033

eikrit
Houses For3 Br, bock on Melrose
Dnve, 2 Ba, new central air/heat, all electric
big fenced backyard,
2-car garage, dishwasher, stove, w/d
hook-up. STV. lease.
$850. Call
270-767-0615.

KEY MINI'
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of Llis & Glendale
10X10 $25 10:15 MO
(2701436-2524
(27012934906

NEWLY renovated, 2.5
moles from MSU. 2 BR,
1 BA. on 1/2 acre in
town. new fridge, d/w
cook top and central
hviac, non-smoking,
small pets with extra
deposit. $650 month.
Call 753-4247

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
*Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

(1) 1300 to 2000
SGUEUIS feet
(2) Individual office
spaces with
furniture plus reception
area or boutique retail
spaces
Call 753 1492 CENTURY 21 Clean-up shop, utilities
paid, washer & dryer
furnished. 293-6430.
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location 753-2905.
293-1480
SHOP for rent
$450 CO a month Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
STORAGE building
40x40, gas heat, insulated. located 406 1/2
Sunbury Circle Murray.
$300/month. Call
Carlos Black.
(270)436-2935

DOG Obedience
436-2858
Canine Couture
Halloween costumes.
toys. and treats for
your pets have arrived'
603 Main St Mon-Fri
9-6. Sat 10-2.
753-7522
Registered red toy
poodles 270-4892761 or 270-519-4472
Malti-Poo's Ready
soon
Shift Tzu
puppies
AKC/CKC
male,
female
$250-$350.
270-251-0310

Waterfront lot,
Kentucky Lake
618-939-0263

luny Leapt

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 Or 753-7536

nines

TICE GAME
Subscribefor all sour hometown*ball action.'
MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES

LEASE TO OWN:

Nice home outside of city limits,
on at east 1 acre (preferably more),
with 3+ bedrooms. 2+ baths, minimum 1700 sq. ft. with garage(s)/outbuilding(s).
Excellent references.
Call (270)293-9800
or (270)293-7511

t

Rest of KY/TN
tPurycs.

BOC110111.151

3 mo.

-$7030

Units

Available

Villa

M/C

Name
1
I St. Address
City
Lip

Mail this coupon with payment to:
•Now Have
ECe bEACF.
,L
"""TOPAGE

Climate Control

/ 753-3853
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All Other Mall
Subactiptiom
3 me.
$75.00
6 mo.
5%.00
1 yr. .....
4145.00

Money Order

1 State
1
Daytime Ph.

WWW.OVVF

W7832

Lime,

1

Cheek

'All Size

6
1 yr.

1 yr..-----$1241.00

NEON BEACH
MINI4TORAGI

Local Midl

Hume Delivery
6 am. -.-....-..555.00

3BDFV2 b
on 7 ad
Calloway.
barns. PI
753-2761

ATTENTII
UP BUYE
wilting to I
sale 4 Br,
sci, ft. up
'Iew cons
Saratoga
Subdivisic
recorded
300-986-;
2151 or d
270-804-i

GET INTO

WANTED FOR LEASE OR

2BR, 1.
appliance
central k
distance
$550 mor
deposit r
pets. 293-

270-753-1916

For Sale Or Lasso
Beautiful location at
105N 6th St for
office spaces, salon
ect , 4.125sq.ft $3,500
monthly Cali 270-8360717 or 753-6944

45 acres,
Rd. Fron
sides. K
489-2740
.160

8 acres. :
full baths,
fruit trees
porch, r
can be
with horn.
acres F
another
1203 T
South Mu
270-227-f

Mead to place
an ad?
Call us we will
be glad to 401p.

AKC Scottish Terrier
Puppies. wheaten,
color. beckyhbOattnet
270-236-2210,
270-236-2751.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p.m. M-F

2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray
downtown
753-4109
3 BR, 1.5 BA, wid,
appliances furnished
Reference. 1yr lease
required. No pets
$500. 1305 Vine.
270-519-2699.
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INSURANCE

Limousines & Vans

ail
Irlobao Homes For $A

150

OUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORA

1505 Diuguld Dn.e • Murray. KY 42071

160"
Home FurreMilrigs

Tue-Sa t 6:00 AM -2:00PM

orrsy Ler

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1918

CHARM'?
near MS
Ave 142
BR, 1 BA
fling con
ceilings,
fenced ya
270-293-';
FOR sale
3BR. 1-1/
place. hal
floors. 2-c
corner lar
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ets, electr
return (2
MURRAY
BR. 2 5 B
trnmacula
decorateO
767-224

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger Si limes
530

Calhoon Construction, u.c

Mom

I need to sell your house —
my listings are low due to all
the sales we have had'
Call Steve Sammons
Cell 227-5818

OfilU1X.,,I Loretta Jobs Realtors
L753-1492

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal gutter
cleaning hauhng, etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
,unk & tree work

ALL Carpentry
(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land'
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

MYRAV

Ledger & Time. I JI
Act 1011.,

/10.15111K

55

4ati. •
reai
addition to rho-..-,
k-d
under tederal
It. .111 knowingls accept ant
ad,ernsing tor real:Nair nhicii
rs not in violation ,4 the la. All
Fx.r.on, are beret, ,nlorrned
that all dwellings ads i•littiad ate
available in air equal oppottu•
ON Kt.,.
Fin further avsistance with lair
Housing Advertising require.
molts, conta,1 \AA liounsail
Rene
048-11.101.1

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Rivet-field
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872

Construction
•Homes .Remodeling
• Decks •Screened
Porches .Garages
•Rotten
•Sagging
Floors •Termite
Damage .Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353

APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Crock Van Buren

ASPHAIT
Mitchell Bros.
Pa‘ing,

REDUCED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage. waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, cdicrete
boat ramp.
$248.500.00 Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

We Buy
Houses!
Immediate
Debt Relief!
(270)761-Home
www.crestive
priogrestysolverceom

759-050t
753-1537

ro's.‘ Ilrxxcs
270-753-2279

CSC MOM
a IMOSIBINI
Additions, Roofing,
Decks & Home Repair

(270)753-1499
(731)247.5464
BUILDING lot for sale
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032
Kentucky Lake
$3,750 obo
228-826-3430

lot

2007
Grizzly
700
Ducks Unlimited. Less
than 500 miles Lots of
extras $5750
270-752-0876

Forms For SW
45 acres, 42 Cropland
Rd. Frontage on two
sides. Kirksey area.
489-2740.

L

hams For Sole

Kawasaki Prairie 300
ATV. 2-wheel dove, like
new. $2.700 obo. 2002
Moser Call 293-6753.

I

2BR, 1.5BA. bock.
appliances furnished.
central H/A. walking
distance of university,
$550 month. lease and
deposit required. No
pets. 293-4461.

38DR/2 ba brick home
on 7 acres in north
Calloway, fenced with
barns. Price reduced!
753-2761 293-2819 or
www.owners.comMT
W7832
3BR, 2 BA bock home
in wonderful neighborhood. New kitchen
appliances, new carpe(
& new Pella windows
Fenced back yard has
large deck and storage
building with electncity
Located 806 Bagwell
Blvd. $124,500. More
into at tww,lomektyOWner,Com 427196614
Call 759-0674

2005 Honda Shadow
750 Aero- Excellent
condition 9.000 miles
$5,500 obo (270)5276918/(270) 703-2249
1981 Yamaha 650. low
miles 978-1107 or
436-5408.

CUSTOM
bushhogging call Marlon Cox
270-703-7452
270-437-3006

DNJ HANDYMAN
Auto Parts

for all your handyman
needs. 293-5438

FREE

USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

Call 753-5606

&rap
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270-293-5624
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MUST see, 99 Buick
Park Avenue Ultra
Leather, all power,
local. Kelley Book
$4.945 Best Offer.
753-8096
2001 Hyundia Elantra,
automatic.loaded,
90,000 miles $3.500.
(270)530-0281

• v,e...4..k di ,pcoal pickups
• loc.111 its tictliuperated
1759-1151 • 293-2783

11.311111km (sranitki
6r °Marble
3301 St. Rt 121P4.
753-8087

ATTENTION MOVE
UP BUYERS. Owner
willing to trade. For
sale 4 Br, 2 Ba, 2.534
sq ft. up scale home.
new construction.
Saratoga II
Subdivision. Free
recorded message
800-986-2789 ext
2151 or direct
270-804-1655

Greg Taylor
Attorney at Law
Contracts, Deeds
Titles. Closings
761-4558
viorlaw.com
house
CHARMING
near MSU on Miller
Ave 1424 sq. ft 2-3
BR, 1 BA, kitchen/ dinning combo vaulted
ceilings, garage. large
fenced yard with deck
270-293-7133,
rOR sale by owner
3BR. 1-1/2 bath, fireplace, hardwood
floors. 2-dnveways.
corner large lot. 2-storage buildings, 7-closets, electronic cold air
return (270)759-2475
MURRAY Estates, 3
BR. 25 BA.
immaculate, tastefully
decorated. .5 acre lot.
7 67-2246

•

.1,6•TI.41 ii

95 Ford P U SWB, PS.
PB, AC, V8 automatic
$1,995
89 GMC Dully LWB,
cab.
loaded.
ext.

$1,995
Call David at 753-6556
or 293-8204, Can be
seen at Shady Hill.
90 Toyota 4-Runner
pick-up w!th topper, 6
cylinder, 5 speed, runs
great. 166,000 miles.
53,500 978-6780,
510

Campers
CAMPER
trailer
Shasta 26tt slide out
Used sparingly. Murray
area 270-437-4419

LAM
•
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping &
teat Vacuuming
Satisfaction.guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Lima hnks
Awing. Trimming
'ind'arluien Hauling
s Ask for Mitch
270-227-0906

JOE'S JOBS

tinhe 19Sh

24 moues anima
Res . COM., & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
NEED a metal roof
installed? Call Damn at
270-752-0414

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers Is
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

YEARRY'S Tree
Service Free
estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

ifit•
TROYER'S
Construction
Pole Barns. Garages
Additions Decks
Shingles & Metal

Rooting
Owner Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884
WEST
Calloway
County Development
Track Hoe, Dozer
Backhoe work. Septic
systems Top soil and
Gravel for sale delivered 270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Need help
Promoting )our
Business?
Call us we will tie
glad to help.
Moray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

FREELicensed
FREE
Estimates and Insured Estunates

le
I rainc's
41? Sers ices. Inc
aMawsu
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service • Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame, Jr.
Res.: 270-474-0323 • Cell: 270-227-3140
No job is complete until customer is satisfied"

Drywall, Painting. Windows,
Roofing. Decks, Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches. Concrete and Repairs
Additions,

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007
BTM EXCAVATING, LLC
•Trackhoe •Backhoe *Dozer
•PondS •Driveways *Clearing
•Septic Systems •Demolition
We deliver gravel, fill dirt.
-topsoil white rock and pond clay.

227-3032 Bobby
293-1991 Tripp
753-7646 after 6 pm

CHA
REAL ESTATS
AUCTION
1
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270-705-

Remembering Big Red
I couldn't resist. I get all
kinds of fact sheets about special events and festivals across
the state, so when one showed
up on my e-mail regarding the
Secretariat
Festival in
Bourbon
County, my
curiosity
peaked.
But I
really couldn't resist
reading
more when I
Out & About found
out
... Kentucky that the
highlight of
Style
the one-day
By Gary P.
Bourbon
West
County
Syndicated
Secretariat
Columnist
Festival is a
Secretariat
Look-Alike Contest, in honor
of one of the greatest racehorses of all-time.
My first thought was, do you
have to be a horse to enter? I
laughed at myself for even
thinking like this.
There are lots of contests of
the look-alike variety out there,
but most involve people.
The World Chicken Festival
in London. Ky.. has a Colonel
Harland Sanders look-alike,
Lincoln Days in Hodgenville.
brings out all shapes and sizes
trying to duplicate our sixteenth
President. On occasion the
beard and top hat are the only
things similar.
Who knows, they may want
to come up with a chicken
look-alike contest in London.
Or in Mt. Sterling at their annual Mule Days there are all kinds

Photo provided

Secretariat relaxes at Claiborne Farms during his retirement.
of possibilities.
The cross-over thing, where
a human represents an animal
or vice-versa already has somewhat of a precedent. Rabbit
Hash, Ky. has a dog for its
mayor. They claim to have a
well-run town with minimum
complaint.
Scheduled for September 20
in Pans. Ky., the Secretariat
Festival will be in its first year.
Claiborne Farms managed
by Seth Hancock is one of the
major sponsors of the event.
This is where the 1973 Triple
Crown winner called home
from 1973 until his death in
1989.
"We are thrilled to have a
festival officially named after
the greatest thoroughbred racehorse that ever lived." said John

Sosby. festival chairman, and a
47-year Claiborne Farm
employee until his recent retirement.
The Bourbon county
Fairgrounds will be the venue
for all of the day's activities.
There will be horse demonstrations, racing videos of
Secretariat, memorabilia, an
equine art show, trade booths,
and vendors. But make no mistake about it, the marquee event
is the look-alike contest that
will wrap up the day beginning
at 4 p.m. in the horse arena and
ending at 6 p.m.
The process for screening
the contest entrees is already
underway and is being
reviev ed by a prestigious panel
of judges. You can probably
make a two-dollar bet that Mrs.

Penney Chenery, owner of
Secretariat, will have her say oft
who the winner will be. Mrs. Cheney will be on hand to
make the winning presentation.:
"I'm so looking forward to
attending the inaugural festival," said Mrs. Chenery. "I -4
.'4
hope to see many Secretariat.
4
fans share in the fun and celebration of the event"
The "real" Secretariat was%
well over 16 hands tail,
:•
weighed 12(X) pounds. and
went by the nickname of Big
Red. Ron Turcotte rode the
horse in all three Triple Crow13
:
wins.
Sandra White, one of the
events organizers, says they ••••
hope for at least 20 entrees.
Cash prizes will go to the
first four places.
Tours of Claiborne Farm and
the burial site of Secretariat are
available through advanced
ticketing.
Festival gates open at 9 a.m.
and admission is $5 per person
and chtldren under twelve free.
Now you see why I couldn't
resist reading the rest of that email, and then making a few
phone calls to find out more.
Not everyday, or even every
year, do we have an equine
look-alike contest But we do'
now. Perhaps there are those Of
you who can't resist making the
trip to Bourbon County to see
for yourself.
So get up, get out and get
going.
Gary P West can be reached
at west1488@bellsouth.net or
log onto his website at
wwwgarypwest.com.

Deadline approaching for eligible producers to apply
Producers/Farmers
are
reminded they have until Sept.
30 to sign up for the 2008
Direct and Counter-cyclical
Payment Program (DCP).
USDA computes DCP payments using base acres and payment yields established for each
farm. Eligible producers receive
direct payments at rates established by statute regardless of

market pnces. For 2008, eligible
producers may request to
receive an advance payment of
22 percent of the direct payment
for each commodity associated
with the farm. USDA will issue
advance direct payments as soon
as practical after enrollment.
Final direct payments will be
issued after Oct. I. Countercyclical payments vary depend-

ing on market prices, and are
issued only when the effective
price for a commodity is below
its target price (which takes into
account the direct payment rate,
market price and loan rate).
Since 2002. USDA has issued
approximately $40 billion in
DCP payments to America's
agricultural
producers.
Participants must submit the

busy pace. Knew when you have
had enough. Tonight: Differ
rather than disagree
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Easy is the right way to go.
You could be very busy and
overwhelmed. Try to kick back
and check out a source of information aria where all this is coming from Reach out for someone
else. Tonight: Organize tomorrow's work.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Use your imagination.
Others note the unusual creativity that flows from you. Question
rather than decide. If you hesitate, use the moment to find a
better idea or solution. Right now
there is always something better.
if you are willing to wait. Tonight:
Let down your hair
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Pressure builds around
the home front -- so much so that
you might wonder which direction to head in. Do not make any
decisions right now, especially
ones involving property or
investments. Check out suggestions. Tonight Happy close to
home
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Keep communication
flowing even though you easily
could feel overwhelmed. be it
with work or your feelings. By
evening, you could see a situation a lot more clearly A key person plays a role Tonight. Get
caught up on news.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
racing around, trying to complete
*** Expenses could feel sore- this or that proiect Opportunities
ly out of whack. Take your time keep popping up, and you are
making a decision, even if others not about to lose them under any
are pressuring you Your mind circumstances. Tonight: Maintain
could be running with yet anoth• a firm hand on spending, no mater option or in another potential ter what you do
direction. Trust your mental AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
meanderings.
Tonight: ***** Take off for yonder
Expenment.
lands, if not literally then figuraLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
tively. There could be no better
*et** You are overly expan- time to handle a situation or get
sive and direct. You might be a past a problem Your creativity.
touch over the top when dealing imagination and empathy all
with a family member. Feelings come into play when dealing
might inundate you By evening, with someone quite different!
a child or loved one helps you to Tonight: Let your imagination
relax and imagine Tonight, As rock and roll.
you like
PISCES (Feb. 19-Marc.h 20)
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Work with a key associit** Know when to say less ate, friend or loved one. You will
and listen more. Today could be get much better results when
a prime example of this need to you listen to your instincts.
pull back a bit. You could under- Others want to understand and
stand a lot more if you do not put be a lot closer to you. Ease up
in your two cents Imagine what and relax with friends. They want
it could be like to be a certain your time Tonight: Follow yoor
person. Tonight Get some extra instincts
R and R
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) BORN TODAY
***** Meetings. friends and Last reigning queen of the
lust networking mean much Hawaiian Islands Lilluokalani
more than you realize presently. (1838). actor Keanu Reeves
Someone you meet could cost (1964). football player Terry
you a bit, but also could open Bradshaw (1948)
you up to more positive thinking.
Follow your instincts Tonight. Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Follow the music.
Internet at http:/h,vww.jacqueCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) linebigarcom.
**** To some you could (c) 2008 by King Features
seem to be all over the place. Syndicate Inc.

Horoscope

completed DCP contract or have
at least one producer or the
owner's signature on the application by Sept. 30, to be eligible
for DCP Payments. Applications
filed after this date will not be
approved.
Additional information on
DCP sign-up is available at yout
local USDA Farm Service
Center.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
irk
.161
Tuesday. Sept. 2, 2008:
You are unusually dynamic and
753-4.144 • 2.2-71644 creative this year. Others
respond to you and want to
01111 become closer. In the recent
MURRAY
past, you might have felt held
6" Continuous Gutters,
back, but at this time, you get
Garage boor Service &
the universe's green light. What
Repair
Owner Grisg Mansffeki YOU might need to deal with are
an excess of choices. You also
12701 293-8480
are more willing to risk than in
Mc GARAGE DOOR the past, although you should
INSTALLATION Repair pick and choose your battles.
and Maintenance for
Still, he the smart Virgo, arid be
residential and comvery practical in your choices.
mercial doors and
Your libido bubbles up in nearly
openers 293-2357
RENOVATIONS. any situation. If you are single,
you could meet that significant
remodeling odds and
ends custom book person this year. In any case.
shelves, ect 26 years you could have a very dynamic
quality
service
relationship if you so choose. If
Excellent craftsman- you are attached, the two of you
ship Call Gary
need to revisit your old romantic
227-7930
days. Date again. LIBRA helps
Aldridge & liACCulston
you make money.
Roofing Co
15, years Pap

Hill Electrie

SMALL Job Repairs
Reasonable Rates
Free Estimates
Call 293-6753

293-2784

IX, I\E”,,

8 acres. 3 bedroom, 2
full baths, 3 years old.
fruit trees, barn. iarge
porch, many extras
can be sub-divided
with home into 2, 4 or 8
acres Potential for
another
home-site
Taylor,
1203 Tom
South Murray.
270-227-13860

Monday. september I. 2008 • 7

Liormied contractor
Fre* Esnmatos
(270)203-4020
(270)290-1824
ROOFING 16yrs
experience 1 year
labor guarantee. Tear
oft, nail over, homes
and repairs Free estimates 227-5286

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprI1 19)
**** You easily could feel
overwhelmed by everything that
is dropped on your plate. You
might feel a little crazy, but you
can handle the intensity and the

S. Monday. September I, 2008

LookingBack
by, terian Church
10 years ago
Published are pictures front
40 years age
Dr Joseph Price who has taught
the annual Hot August Blues Festo at held user the weekend at English at Murray State UniverKenlake State Resort Park The sity for the past four years has
photos were Staff Photographer been named as chairman of the
Bernard Kane
Division of Languages at More.Also published is a picture of head State University.
Bill Adams and Barry McDonMr. and Mrs. Orville Jetton
ald of Adams Construction look- of Bell City will celebrate their
ing os Cr the new location for he 50th wedding anniversary on Sept.
sorority meeting houses on Poplar
Street Adams was the low bidEvelyn Jones of the Murray
der for the new houses. The photo Country Club has been elected
11 a,by Staff Photographer Bernard
president and Sue Moms of the
Kane
Oaks Country Club has been electBirths reported include a girl ed secretary-treasurer of the
to Mr and Mrs [)as id Drury. Jr.. Ladies In State Golf AssociaJuly 29
tion.
20 years ago
50 years ago
Published is a picture of Orville
Marine Sgt. Harry L. HughFulcher of West View Nursing es, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Home who was recently recog- Hughes, is serving at the Marine
nized by the French Government Brigade base at Marine Corps
for his participation in Vvbrld War Air Station. Kaneoke. Oshu of T H
II as an ally to France. 1st Lt.
Mrs. LE. Cross. director of
Larry Nixon of Army National Wesley Foundation at Murray State
Guard 614th Military Police Co.. College. has been named a memMurray. made the presentation to ber of the annual Older Youth
Fulcher. The photo was by Staff Camp being held at Lakeshore
Photographer Donna Newcomb.
Methodist Camp near Camden.
Births reported include girl Tenn.
to Mr. ad Mrs. Tim Giles. Aug.
Births reported include a girl
11; a boy to Shae and Michael to Mr. and Mrs. Charles ChilCaster, a girl to Donna and William cutt, Aug. 29.
French, a girl to Sherrie and Andy
60 years ago
Prescott and a girl to David and
Dr. C.S. Lowry. a faculty member of the History Department of
Linda Denham. Aug. 26.
Murray State College, spoke about
30 years ago
Published is a picture of win- "Palestine Problems" at a meetners of the Murray American ing of the Murray Rotary Club
Legion Baseball Team who are held at the Murray Woman's Club
Brad Taylor. Larry Watkins and house. He was introduced by Dr.
BO Thurman. Also pictured is Ralph H. Woods,
Commander George E. OverCleo Sykes. manager.
Ernest Clevenger Jr., former bey and Brown Tucker of the
Minister of University Church of local chapter of the Veterans of
(hrist. will be speaker at the Foreign Wars are attending the
25th anniversary services of the national convention of V.F W.
being held in St. Louis, Mo.
cburch on Sept. 2 and 3.
Mrs. E.C. Parker presented a
Births reported include a boy
Kt Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Reed- review of the book. "Esther."
from The Bible at a meeting of
er. Aug. II.
Jo Beth Norwood and Joe Pat the Murray Magazine Club held
Robertson were married Aug. 4 at the home of Mrs Clyde Downs.
ai Oak Grove Cumberland Pres-

Comlisifbauns
Husband scratches his head
at wife's love for lingerie
DEAR ABBY: When my
wife sees lingerie she likes in
a store, she asks rue to buy
it for her birthday or our
anniversary. The problem is.
she'll wear the item only once
and never wear it again. She
has a fortune in lingerie in
her dresser
drawer just
up
taking
space.
hate
I
wasting
money. Do
have
you
any advice
for me? -Dear Abby FRED ER ICK. BUT
NOT
IN
By Abigail
H ()L L Y Van Buren
WOOD
DEAR FRED: I see your
point and do have a few
thoughts on the subject. First.
you are a sweet and generous
husband to give your wife the
lingerie she's requesting.
Now: Allow me to share a
feminine secret. When women
spy a display of "fabulous"
lingerie, we often fantasize that
we'll look like Giselle Bundchen when we put it on. Sadly,
when there's no one to airbrush the image, that often
doesn't turn out to be the case.
Also, lingerie displayed in
a shop window isn't always
practical for everyday wear. It
may not offer enough support.
look lumpy under outerwear,
or worse, turn out to be
scratchy.
Before the next special occasion, suggest to your wife that
you go shopping together. That
way, perhaps you and she can
select something wearable,
practical and pretty -- and you
won't feel so frustrated.

Todoldnilistoni
By. The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. I. the
245th day of 2008. There are 121
days left in the year. This is Labor
Eby.
Today's Highlight in History:
• On Sept. I, 1939, World War
III began as Nazi Germany invaded Poland.
' On this date:
In 1807, former Vice President
Aaron Burr was found not guilty
of treason. (Burr was then tried
on a misdemeanor charge, but was
again acquitted.)
; In 1894. the Great Hinckley
Fire destroyed Hinckley. Minn. and
five other communities, and killed
more than 400 people.
In 1897. the first section of
Boston's new subway system was
opened.
and
1905,
Alberta
In
Saskatchewan entered Confederation as the eighth and ninth

1134413V ESL.

provinces of Canada.
In 1923, the Japanese cities of
Tokyo and Yokohama were devastated by an earthquake that
claimed some 140,000 lives.
In 1932, New York City Mayor
James J. -Gentleman Jimmy" Walker resigned following charges of
graft and corruption in his administration.
In 1951. the United States.
Australia and New Zealand signed
a mutual defense pact, the ANZUS
treaty..
In 1961, the Soviet Union ended
a moratorium on atomic testing
with an aboveground nuclear explosion in central Asia.
In 1972, American Bobby Fischer won the international chess
crown in Reykjavik, Iceland.
defeating Boris Spassky of the
Soviet Union.
In 1983. 269 people were killed
when a Korean Air Lines Boeing

747 was shot down by a Soviet
jet fighter after the airliner entered
Soviet airspace.
Ten years ago: During a Kremlin summit overshadowed by Russpolitical
ian economic and
upheaval, President Clinton offered
Boris Yeltsin a prescription of tough
reforms to lift the.country front
its crisis. Mark McGwim of the
St. Louis Cardinals 'hit .hit Sitb
and 57th home runs of the season to break a 68-year-old National League record held previously.
by Hack WiIson.
Five years ago: During a Labor
Day trip to Richfield. Ohio, President Bush announced he was creating a high-level government post
to nurture the manufacturing sector. Arab TV broadcast an audiotape purportedly from Saddam Hussein denying any involvement in
a bombing in Najaf. Iraq, that
killed a beloved Shiite cleric.
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knees in a motorcycle accident
She has had eight surgenes and
countless draining procedures and
shots In speaking with her yesterday, she mentioned that her
knees are no
longer bothenng her, and
the swelling
is gone
I
was,
of
course, curious
what
wonderful
thing could
have caused

Dr. Gott

South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.

NORTH
•K 54
'1 5 3
•QJ 3
*A K 106
WEST
EAST
•AQ.19832
•10 7 6
IP—
1110 9 7 6 4 2
•9 5 A
* K 106
+985
4.1

SOUTH
•A K Q 8
•A 8 7 2
•Q 7 4 3 2
The bidding:
North
East
West
South
3•
I•
Pass
2 NT
4+
5+
Pass
4*
Pass
Pass
Dble
6+
Opening lead — two of hearts.
The lead-directing double of a
slam, also called a Lightner Double.
does not come up often, but when it
does it can completely alter the outcome of a deal. Take this case from a
match between the United States and
Belgium at the 1984 World Team
Olympiad.
At the first table, with a U.S. pair
North-South, the bidding went as
shown. The Belgian Ea.st-West disrupted the bidding somewhat, but the
Americans (Bobby Goldman and

14j

42 Compete
in a slalom
43 — Plaines
44 Noon
on a sundial
45 You and me
46 Self-confidence
48 Natural
49 Urban flier
51 Fair maiden
53 Approaches
54 Bell sounds

3

15
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20 Vocalize
displeasure
22 Horse race
23 Moon or eye
24 Stews over
26 Kind of poodle
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8 Weird
9 Math symbol
0 Hospital-clean
11 Jiffies
13 Some t-shirts
16 Made a basket
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NEEDS A SLEEVE

Paul Soloway I reached the excellent
six-club contract anyway.
East(Olivier Neve) made a Lightner Double of six clubs, directing his
partner not to lead the suit he had hid,
but to lead another suit instead. NCW
%sas confident that his partner had
enough heart length to work out the
strong possibility of a heart void in
the F.ast hand.
West(Philippe Coen raets) had no
trouble finding the killing lead. After
ruffing the heart, East returned a low
diamond. Declarer had no choice but
to play tow to try to make the slam,
but West won with the king and led a
second heart for East to rutT, giving
the Belgians a 300-point pickup.
At the second table, with a Bel
gian pair now North-South. the bidding went:
North East
South West
1•
3*
I.
Pass
All Pass
4*
Pass
6•
East (Bobby Wolff, playing with
Bob Hammitt elected not to double
since he did not know whether his
side could score another nick even it
he got a heart ruff. Whether he
should have doubled is left to the tender mercies of the reader.
West naturally led a spade, and
declarer lost only a diamond to score
920 points. fins, plus the 300 gained
at the other table, gave the Belgians a
total of 1.220 points (15 IMPS) on
the deal.
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I also took both products and
had itching.
Several years ago, I learned
I was allergic to shellfish After
some research, I found that glucosamine/chondroitin was made
with ground shrimp shells and
that this was the cause of my
allergic reaction. As soon as the
supplement was stopped. the itch
stopped. I have never had a problem with the Centrum Silver.
DEAR READER: Thank you
for writing with your experience.
This could be the reason some
people have reactions to otherwise benign substances. It may
not be the case for everyone.
but it will at least serve as a
starting point.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently, a reader said he had terrible
itching caused by Centrum Silver and glucosamine/chondroitin.
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effect, however.
Pumpkin-seed oil is purported to relieve symptoms of bladder problems, enlarged prostates
kidney stones. Irritable Bowel
Syndrome and more The oil is
available in capsule form at many
health-food and vitamin stores
Readers, if any of you have
had experience with pumpkin •
seeds or pumpkin-seed oil, please
let me know. I will prim a follow up with the results, either
positive or negative.
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy •
of my Health Report "Understand-

Tomorrow: Enlisting the enemy's aid.

12
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arthntis. It stands to reason that
if pumpkin seeds contain copper. they can also be useful as
a treatment option. There have
been no large studies on this

CootractBridoe

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Bolen, also known
as Jeanne Phillips, and was
founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips

1

E

this dramatic

change. She
said she had
started eating
one-quarter cup of raw pumpkin
seeds about two weeks before.
She had heard that copper was
good for reducing Inflammation
and that pumpkin seeds were full
of it Her husband is also eating the seeds daily for his knee
problems and says he feels great
again. I was wondering if you
had ever heard of this and what
your opinion is.
DEAR READER: Eating raw
pumpkin seeds for knee pain is
new to me, but if it works for
your sister and her husband, they
should stick with it. Unless you're
allergic, there is no harm in eating a small amount of raw pumpkin seeds daily. The best part is
that they can easily be mixed
with other foods such as oatmeal, cold cereal and salads.
Copper bracelets have been
used by many to reduce the pain
and inflammation associated with

By
Dr Peter Gott

DEAR BIG SISTER: I
think you have it backward.
By turning your brother into
an object of worship and failing to teach him responsibility and independence, your parents have done all they could
to allow themselves to be taken
advantage of.

Buy by mail
Lamb servings
Slinky dress
Listens in
Apiece
Held the title
Oz aunt
— -Magnon
Come- —
(lures)
20 Swimsuit half
21 Dispatch
23 Fish roe
24 Thwart
25 French I verb
27 Billy Goats
Gruff foe
shucks!"
28 "
30 Break in
31 Orange or
stock ending
32 Element no 99
33 Mild cheese
35 "— Horizon"
36 Playing card
37 Family mem
38 Lengthy story

I cci,-)

DEAR DR. GOTT: About 25
years ago, my sister injured both

DEAR ABBY: I grew up
in a family of girls. Our parents always told us we could
do anything a boy could do,
and we did. However, when
our brother was born, everything changed.
He is now 40 and has never
been able to hold a job longer
than a month. He has a college degree. a wife who works
and three wonderful little girls.
Our parents are in their 80s
and continue to pay his bills!
Mom even takes his clothes
to the cleaners. How can we
get our brother to stop taking
advantage of our parents? -BIG SISTER IN TEXAS

1
6
11
12
14
15
17
18
19

Murray l,t

Solution for arthritis:
Hey there, pumpkin

•••
DEAR ABBY: I am writing this letter to make amends
to a former co-worker. This
incident happened years ago.
I have no idea where this lady
is, or I would say it directly,
but I am hoping she will see
it in your column.
"Dear Former Co-Worker:
Many years ago, your husband
sexually molested your daughter. It was in the paper and
on the news. You came to
work every day looking distraught. and I did and said
nothing. I didn't know what
to say and didn't want to add
to your pain, so I didn't speak
up. I have always regretted it.
I felt your sorrow and respected your courage. I want you
to know that I cared about
you and what you and your
daughter were going through.
I'm sorry I didn't have the
courage to say a kind or sympathetic word.
"I still think of you and
wish I hadn't held back. I
know what a hard time this
was for you on many levels.
I sincerely apologize and hope
you and your daughter are OK.
I also hope you can forgive
me for being a coward." -YOUR FORMER CO-WORKER, LESLIE
DEAR LESLIE: I. too,
hope your former co-worker
sees your letter. However,
whether she does or not, it
sets an example for others who
see someone in distress and
don't know how to reach out.
When someone is in pain,
knowing that someone cares can
be of great comfort.

ACROSS
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27 OB objectives
28 Is bratty
(2 wds )
29 Makes an
opening for
(2 wds
31 E-mail
provider
34 Luau welcome
35 Not so many
37 Bridle parts
39 Giving the
40 Coats with
gold
41 Nurse s helper
43 "Let's Make a
Deal" option
46 Early veggie
47 Reduce
in intensity
48 — ton soup
50 Appliance
giant
52 Behold'
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KENTUCKY 27,

ALL 'A' VOLLEYBALL

LOUISVILLE 2

Semifinal slam
ED REINKE AP

Kentucky defender David Jones
breaks up a pass intended for
Louisville's Josh Chichester during
the first half of the Wildcats' 27-2 win
on Sunday afternoon.

Kentucky
dominates
Louisville
DEFENSE CARRIES
CATS,SHUTS DOWN
CANTWELL,CARDS
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's defense looked plenty capable
of carrying the Wildcats until the offense
catches up.
Ashton Cobb returned a Louisville
fumble 28 yards for a touchdown and
Myron Pryor returned another fumble
72 yards for a score as the Wildcats
embarrassed Louisville 27-2 in the Governor's Cup on Sunday.
Tony Dixon added a 7-yard touchdown run for the Wildcats, who have
won two straight over their archrivals
for the first time in a decade.
Kentucky quarterback Mike Hartline
threw for 147 yards and avoided major
mistakes in his first college start, and
the Wildcats' defense shut down
Louisville, holding the Cardinals without a touchdown for the first time
since a shutout loss to Florida State
in 2000.
Kentucky forced five turnovers and
stuffed Louisville's retooled offense,
playing with the kind of tenacity coach
Rich Brooks said the Wildcats would
need early in the season while his
team's inexperienced offense found its
footing. Kentucky held Louisville, which
averaged 416.5 yards per game a year
ago, to just 205 yards.
Louisville coach Steve Kragthorpe
was hoping for a fresh start after a
disappointing debut last season. Instead.
the Cardinals appear to have plenty of
work ahead if they want to climb back
toward the top of the Big East.
While the defense showed significant improvement under new coordiSee KENTUCKY, 10

MURRAY STATE
ROUNDUP

Wright's dash
wins soccer
game for MSU
By MSU Sports Information
Rachel Wright made an 80-yard
scoring dash in the 58th minute for
the game-winning goal Sunday as the
Murray State women's soccer team
defeated the IUPUI Jaguars Sunday at
Cutchin Field 2-1.
The win moved the Racers 2008
record to 2-2. while IUPUI fell to I2.
Wright's play began when she gathered the ball along the sideline in the
Racers' end of the field. She dribbled
around three IUPUI defenders as she
crossed the midfield stripe and continued past two more defenders at the
top of the IUPUI penalty box. Her
shot from about 15 yards out zipped
into the upper left corner of the net
to give the Racers a 2-1 lead.
MSU had to fight to hold off a
furious push by the Jaguars in the
final minutes of the match.
MSU head coach Beth Acreman is
seeing the Racers' newcomers perform
well.
"It has been nice to see our younger
•See IOU,10
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Murray senior Erica Brodie goes up to get the ball dunng Murray's Second Region All 'A' semifinal win over Crittenden County Saturday at Tiger
Gymnasium. The Lady Tigers wrapped up a bid to the All 'A' state tournament in Louisville in October.

LADY'TIGERS FALL IN CHAMPIONSHIP, BUT CLINCH STATE BERTH WITH WIN IN SEMIS
first match," said the first-year head
By TOMMY DILLARD
coach and Tiger volleyball alumnus.
Sports Wnter
Murray came up shy of winning "They were thinking, 'Oh, good, we
the first-ever Second Region All 'A' go to state. The second match isn't
volleyball tournament on Saturday, as important.' And in a way, it isn't,
but the Lady Tigers punched their but you still want to win."
With a high number of small
ticket to the statewide tournament
school teams in the First Region,
nonetheless as runner-up.
The black and gold eclipsed Crit- Murray was shifted to the Second
tenden County in a three-game nail- Region for All 'A' purposes and
biter in the semifinals, then succame forced to face some unfamiliar comto strong net play from Caldwell Coun- petition.
But by advancing to the champity in the championship game at Tiger
onship game and earning a bid to
Gymnasium Saturday afternoon.
Murray head coach Breanna Volp the state tournament in Louisville on
acknowledged her team might have Oct. 1 I. the Lady Tiger program will
suffered from a letdown in the title make its first-ever trip to a statewide
game after earning a bid to state in event.
'That was one of our main goals
an emotional contest just several
this season because this is the first
hours before.
"All the pressure was on in the All 'A' tournament and we were host-

ing it, so we wanted to get our name
out there and go to state," Volp said.
Murray came out with guns blazing, taking the first game against
Crittenden County, 25-18. The second game was much closer, however, and after a 20-20 tie, Crittenden
scored five of the final six points to
force a decisive third game.
The third game was just as backand-forth as the second, as the Lady
Rockets took an early 6-2 advantage. Murray battled back to tie the
game at nine, only to watch Crittenden score the next three points to
take a 12-9 lead.
Murray tied the game again at
IS, then took its first lead since
going ahead 1-0 on an ace by senIII See ALL
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Murray's Lauren Dieleman propels
this ball over the net.

TENNESSEE FOOTRA1.1.

No. 18 Vols hope this West Coast trip is kinder than last
By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) — Tennessee had a rocky stop in California last year. The Volunteers hope
for a smoother visit this time.
Humbled 45-31 by California in
the 2007 opener at Berkeley, No. 18
Tennessee kicks off on the West
Coast again, facing coach Rick
Neuheisel's new-look UCLA Bruins
at the Rose Bowl on Monday night.
"Openers are always tough, but
when you have a coaching switch
as UCLA did, it makes it especial-

ly tough for us," Tennessee coach
Phillip Fulmer said. "It will be a
process of adjusting and learning
throughout the game. Both teams will
have to adjust as the game moves
along."
Vols defensive end Wes Brown likes
the way the nationally televised game
shapes up.
"It's going to be a heck of a lot
of fun," he said. "Getting the national spotlight on Monday night football, two quality teams. It doesn't
get much better than that."
Neuheisel, the former UCLA quar-

terback who returned to Westwood
last December to replace the fired
Karl Dorrell, knows the Bruins face
a big test against the Vols, last year's
SEC East Division champions. The
Bruins slogged through a 6-7 season.
"We certainly understand the stature
of their program and the challenge
that lies ahead of us," Neuheisel
said. "We're eager to find out where
we are.
"We're aware we have a formidable foe in an SEC mainstay like
Tennessee.

"We know were going to have
play our level best to be in the.
game, but that's exciting. If you choose:::
to look at it that way. I think you
give yourself a better chance of actually pulling it off."
Both teams have new offensive .
coordinators and new quarterbacks.
Dave Clawson joined Fulmer's Tennessee staff, and Neuheisel brought
in Norm Chow to oversee the Bruins' offense.
In an orderly transition, Jonathan,:
Crompton has replaced Erik Ainge
as the Vols' quarterback.
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in Kentucky
From

•MSU

Page 18

nator Ron English -- holding
the Wildcats to 210 yards of
total offense — the offense
looked overwhelmed at times.
Hunter Cantwell, who spent
the last three seasons as an
understudy to former Louisville
star Brian Brohm, turned it
over four times in the fourth
quarter as the Cardinals tried
to rally. His first interception
led to Dixon's touchdown that
put the Wildcats up 20-2, and
Pryor
later
pounced
on
Cantwell's fumble and rumbled
for a score to send the thirdlargest crowd in Cardinal Stadium history streaking to the
exit. Cantwell finished 20-of43 for 152 yards and three
interceptions.
Hartline, who won the starting quarterback job almost by
default after Curtis Pulley was
dismissed on Aug. 5 for a violation of team rules, looked cnsp
on shorter routes but struggled
to throw downfield. He threw
for 147 yards and no touchdowns, but did his best not to
force things, settling for short
passes or throwing the ball away
when nothing developed.

From Page 18
players develop into goixi collegiate players," Acreman said.
"We hope they'll continue to
improve as the season goes
on.
MSU scored first in the 19th
minute when a pair of seniors
hooked up.
Rebekah Clay set up Melissa Curry just beyond the top
of the box. Curry used her left
foot and made a sliding kick
that glanced off the cross bar
and into the net for a 1-0 MSU
lead.
The match stayed that way
until IUPUI's Katrina McCrory scored on a rebounded corner kick in the 47th minute.
The goals for Wright and
Curry where their first of the
season.
Tara Isbell picked up the
win with 90 minutes in goal
for MSU. She made two saves.
Volleyball ends opening
weekend with 2-1 record
The Murray State volleyball
team came from behind to
record a 3-2 (17-25. 21-25. 26-

After an hour-and-a-half
From Page 1B
ior Abby Dowdy, who finished break, the Lady Tigers took
the game with a 56 percent the floor again to face Caldwell County in the Second
hitting percentage.
The lead was one the Lady Region title game. Coming off
Tigers wouldn't surrender, the break, Murray looked slopthough Crittenden kept the game py at first as the Li.dy Tigers
neck-and-neck until Murray spotted Caldwell a 5-0 advanscored six of the last seven tage in the first game.
Murray responded with a
points to take a 25-19 win and
punch its ticket to Louisville. rally of its own, however, tying
The Lady Tigers got some the score at 5-5. It was all
strong serving from sophomore Caldwell from there, however,
setter Lauren Dieleman down as they took a 13-6 lead and
the stretch and freshman Cather- cruised to a 25-15 win.
In the second game, Caldine Claywell provided the gamewell launched a 9-1 run that
winning emphatic block.
Dieleman racked up 18 put them ahead 15-9 and grew
assists against the Lady Rock- that lead to 24-17, all but closets and Claywell provided nine ing the door on Murray.
But as their T-shirt slogans
kills. Murray also got four aces
from senior Erica Brodie and proclaim, the Lady Tigers had
15 digs from senior Christin a little fight left in them and
scored five consecutive points
Gong.
The three-game match was to cut within two. It was too
Murray's first of the season little, too late, however as Caldthrough six matches. It was well walked away with a 25also the first in which the Lady 22 win and a two-game match
Tigers had been forced to come victory.
"Caitlin (Herrington) had
from behind to win a game.
"I think it'll be good for some good blocks and Abby
us," said senior outside hitter (Dowdy) got all her serves in,"
Leah Dieleman. "We really had Volp said of her team's comeback stretch. "That's a lot of
to play together as a team"

TODAY
AUTO RACING
11 a.m.
Ni-IRA, U S Nationals, final
ESPN2
eliminations at Indianapolis isame-day
tape)
6 P.m.
ESPN2 — NHRA, US Nationals, final
eliminations at Indianapolis (same-day
tape)
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
3 p.m.
ESPN — Fresno St at Rutgers
7 p.m.
ESPN — Tennessee at UCLA
GOLF
1 p.m.
NBC -- PGA Tour, Deutsche Sank
Championship, final round at Nonon,
Mass
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
3 p.m.
WON — Houston at Chicago Cubs
TENNIS
a.m
CBS—US Open men s and
women s tourth round, at New York
6 p.m.
USA
U S Open men's and
women's lourth round. at New York
8 p.m.
CNBC
U S Open, men's and
women's fourth round, at New York

INN

24. 25-23, 15- I 2) victory score 20-21. The Wildcats then
against New Hampshire in the controlled the remainder of the
final match of the lames Madi- set with a 5-1 run.
son/Days Inn Invitational in
"Going into the third .-set we
Harrisonburg. Va.
realized that if we put presThe Racers were down 2-0 sure on New Hampshire they
and came back to force a fifth would make more errors." said
and deciding set, much like head coach David Schwepker.
they did earlier in the day "So we kept up the pressure
when they were down 2-1 to and they started to make more
host James Madison before errors."
earning a 3-2 (25-21, 20-25,
It looked like the third set
20-25. 25-23, 15-81 win.
was going to go much like the
In set one, the Wildcats used first, as UNH jumped out to
a 10-1 run early in the set to a 3-)) advantage before the
take a 13-3 advantage and then Racers got on the scoreboard
cruised to a 25-17 win. The Rac- and battled back to tie the set
ers were plagued by hitting at five.
errors, including five during
The teams then traded points
the 10-1 run in the first set until the Wildcats went on a
and were not able to get clos- 4-0 run to take an 11-8 lead.
er than six points dunng the MSU got back within one (101 1 ) and could not push any
set.
The second set started with closer until they were down
a back-and-forth battle until 18-19. The Racers then went
UNH used a 5-0 run with the on an 8-5 run to earn their
set tied at 16 to go ahead 21- first victory of the match. 2616. MSU did not give up and 24.
got back within one when freshSenior Alison Mugler jumpman Long ga "Logan" Su started the final run with one
sparked a 4-0 run to leave the of four kills during the stretch.
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Motional League
At A Glance
By The Associated Prim
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pet GB -•
76 61 555
New York
75 62 547
Phriadelphd
1
F bode
69 68 504
7
Atlanta
59 78 431
17
Washington
52 85 380
24
Central Division
W
L Pet GB
Chicago
85 52 820
Milwaukee
80 56 588 4 I '2
74 63 540
St Lours
11
Houston
71 66 518
14
Cincinnati
61 76 445
24
Pittsburgh
57 79 41927 1 ,2
West Division
W
L Pct OS
Arizona
69 66 511
Los Angeles
66 70 485 3 12
Colorado
64 74 464 6 12
San Francisco
59 77 43410 1 ,2
San Oleg°
53 83 39016 1 ,2

American Lesvos
By The Associated Pre*.
AS Timely CDT
East Dryrision
W
LPCI GB
Tampa Bay
84 51 622
-79 57 581 51/2
Boston
72 64 52912 1/2
New York
70 8851514 1/2
Toronto
Baltimore
63 73 46321 12
Central Division
W
L Pei GB
77 59 566
Chicago
—
77 60 562 12
Minnesota
11
Detroit
66 704.85
65 70 48111 1,2
Cleveland
57 794t9
20
Kansas City
West Division
W
L Po GB
—
Los Angeles
83 53 610
67 71 496
17
Texas
Oekland
63 7446020 12
Seattle
53 83 390
30

Saturday's Games
Toronto 7. N V Yankees 6
Tampa Bay 10 Baltimore 9
Seattle 4, Cleveland 3 10 vining
Boston 8, Chicago Mute Sox 2
Kansas City 13, Detroit 3
Oakland 3. Minnesota 2
LA Angels 4, Texas 3
Sunday's Games
Toronto 6, N Y Yankees 2
Detroit 4, Kansas City 2
Seattle 6, Cleveland 4
Chicago White Sox 4 Boston 2
Tampa Bay tO, Baltimore 4
Texas 4, L A Angels 3
Minnesota 12, Oakland 4
Monday's Games
N Y 'Yankees (Payton 7-5) at Detroit
(Verlaine*,10-14), 1205 pro
Baltimore (Olson 8-6) at Boston (Byrd
9-11). 605 pro
Chicago White Sox (Richard 2-2) at
Cleveland (Lee 19-2). 6 05 p m
Seattle (Silva 1-14) at Texas (Harnson
6-3), 705 p to
Tuesclity's Games
Baltimore at Boston. 6 05 p m
L.A Angels at Detroit, 605 pm
Chicago White Sox at Cleveland, 6 05
P.M
Minnesota at Toronto, 607 p.m
NY Yankees at Tampa Bay 6 10 p m
Seattle at Texas 7 05 p m.
Oakland at Kansas C,(ty. 7 10 p rri

Siturdsy's Games
Philadelphia 5 Chicago Cuts 2
Milwaukee 11 Pittsburgh 3
Houston 8. St Louts 5
Florida 4, N.Y Mets 3
Washington 9. Atlanta 8 10 innings
Cincinnati 7 San Francisco 6
L A Dodgers 6 Arizona 2
San Diego 9. Coiorado 4
Sunday's Games
CincinAat, 9, San Francisco 3
NY Mets 6 ('londa 2
Washington 8. Atlanta 4
Milwaukee 7 Pittsburgh 0
Houston 3. St Louis 0
Philadelphia 5, Chicago Cubs 3
San Diego 2. Colorado 1
L A Dodgers at Arizona Late
Monday's Games
Atlanta i Hampton 2-2) at Fkinda
(Jo Johnson 4-0), 1210 pm
N V Mets (J.Santana 12-7; at
Milwaukee (Sheets 12-7), 1 05 pm
San Francisco (.1 Sanchez 8-9) at
Colorado (De La Rosa 7-7). 205 p m
Philadelphia (Kendrick 11-7) at
Washington (Redden 9-8) 2 nk p m
Houston (Oswalt 12-9) at Chicago Cubs
(Marquis 9-7), 305 p.m
St Louis (Pineiro 6-5) at Arizona
(R Johnson 10-9), 3 10 p
San Diego (Young 4-4) at L.A. Dodgers
(Maddux 6-11), 710 p m
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta at Florida. 6 10 p to
Philadelphia at Washington. 6'10 p.m_
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati 6 10 p.m
NY Mets at Milwaukee 7 05 p.m.
Houston at Chicago Cubs, 7.05 p.m.
San Francisco at Colorado. 7.35 p.m,
St. Louis at Arizona, 8 40 p.m.
San Diego at LA Dodgers, 9:10 p.m
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MN

ME
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when you purchase any qualifying Trane XU system
between August 28 and October 29, 2008.
install a new Trone heating and cooling system and
you'll be reworded year after year with premium
comfort and lower energy bills And, now through
October 29. 2009, you'll also be reworded with up to
S1,200 bock, plus no payments for six months If you
wont to add value to your home and everything you
do inside of it, it's the opportune time to buy
Clean Air is Trona Air
Trone CleanEffectsTm air filtration removes up to
99 98% of the dust, pet dander, bacteria, mold and
other allergens from all the air it heats or cools Isn't it
time you expected more from your system?

Expect more from your independent Trane dealer
For an independent
Trane dealer near you, call:

888-872-6321
Rebate 14 lc a ntearnurn it Si dat es melee ii, toeleleaa
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Murray Electric System
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UP TO $1,200 REBATE
plus 6 months same as cash*

Titn1
8:30 p.m.1
2:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.
7 p.m.
1 p.m.
7 p.m.
6p
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Nobody CjPfl protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
2" S 12th $1 •klerei, icy•.7

0You BY TRANE.
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Visit our

.4_10 Haverstock Ingurance Agency

NE

Opponent
Dcit. e
Tues., Sept. 2 at Diamondbacks
Mon.. Sent I at Nornondbocks 4 p.m. Wed., Sept. 3 at Diairiondbi:scks
Cubs
Cubs
Sep:
8 p.m.
I
13 at Pirates
Tues., Sept. 16 at Reds
S..;n
%trims
2 p.m. Wed., Sept. 17 at Reds
Thurs., Sept. 18 at Reds
8 p.m. Fri., Sept. 19 at Cubs
1ses. Sept. 9 Cubs
Mon., Sept. 22 Diamondbacks
Fri., Sept12 at Pirates
7 p.m. Wed., Sept. 24 Diamondbacks
Thurs., Sept 25 Arizona
Fri., Sept. 26 Reds
'Ives Sept. 23 Diamondbacks
8 p.m.
Sat.. Sept. 27 Reds

I

pressure to get your serves in
in that situation, but it's hard
when the other team has 24.
But I'm glad they never quit."
Herrington finished the
match with three blocks, while
Lauren Dieleman provided 10
assists and six digs and Leah
Dieleman had seven kills.
"We definitely shouldn't
have lost that second game,"
Leah Dieleman said. "But 1
think it did help us to come
together and push through until
the end. I don't think we ever
gave up in that game. We just
kept going, kept pushing, trying to just do what we could."
Caldwell claimed the Second Region championship as
well as a higher seed at the
state tournament, but the Lady
Tigers accomplished their chief
goal for the weekend.
"We knew that if we won
that first match, we were going
to state and that's what we
cared about the most," Dieleman said. "We would have
liked to win the championship
and have a better seed, but it's
great to go. It still feels good."
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MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
2008 ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
SEPTEMBER SCHEDULE
CHANNEL 78
CHANNEL 46
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